Calculating the inductance of an arbitrary air-core inductor using the energy method
In this paper, we will develop a numerical procedure to calculate the self-inductance (and, while we are at
it, the Ohmic resistance) of an air-core inductor having an arbitrary shape. The principal requirements
and constraints imposed at the outset are:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

That the inductor is constructed from wire having a constant diameter (the symbol will be used
for the radius of the wire) and constant resistivity (the symbol will be used for the resistance of
the wire per unit length);
That the total length of wire used to construct the inductor is long compared to the radius of the
wire;
That the magnetic field generated by the inductor does not interact with any other conductor and
that the inductor is not subjected to the magnetic field generated by any other component or
device;
That the rate at which the current flowing through the inductor changes is low enough that the
circuit dimensions are much larger than the wavelengths which characterize the current;
That no energy is radiated from the inductor;
That the three-dimensional shape of inductor can be adequately represented by a continuous
sequence of filamentary current elements, each of which is short enough to be considered
straight; and
That the magnetic field generated by any conductors not included explicitly in the defined shape
of the inductor, including the current’s return path, do not interact magnetically with the inductor.

I hope that the description and figures which follow will provide sufficient explanation as to why these
restrictions are necessary.
Let us begin with the three-dimensional filamentary polygon representing the inductor, an example of
which is shown in the following figure.

It is not necessary for the inductor to be uniform in any direction. In fact, the concept of “turns” may not
even be appropriate. To the extent that there are “turns”, it is not necessary for them to be planar. For
example, the spiral nature of helical windings can be incorporated into the shape. Even if there are
“turns”, it is not necessary that they share a common axis or have the same size or shape. In the example
shown, part of one “lead-in” wire, beginning at point , has been explicitly included in the design, but the
other “lead-in” wire, which would connect at point , has not been included.
Two of the filamentary current elements in the inductor have been labeled in the figure,
and
.
The same instantaneous current flows through all the current elements and the direction of each current
element is determined by the direction of the current flowing through it. It is not necessary that current
elements have the same length although standardization where possible will likely simplify the
construction of the polygon. Shorter current elements will give both greater accuracies and longer
computation times. We will assume that the inductor has been divided into line segments so that the
current elements can be individually identified as
,
,
and so on up to
.
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It should be remembered that the three-dimensional structure of the inductor is represented by filamentary
current elements, which can be thought of as being the central axis of the physical wire at each point
along its length. A short piece of the physical wire, with diameter , is shown in the figure above on the
“lead-in” wire near point . If the inductor is constructed by winding wire around one or more temporary
cores, the displacement between the cores’ surfaces and the wire’s centerline must be taken into account
when constructing the filamentary polygon.
If we let be the instantaneous voltage drop between points , where the current enters the inductor, and
point , where it leaves, then the self-inductance of the inductor is given by:

The magnetic field intensity generated by a single current element
Consider a typical current element in the three-dimensional filamentary polygon, say
. Also consider
an arbitrary point located anywhere in space except at the geometric center of line segment
. Let ray
be the vector describing the location of point with respect to the geometric center of the current
element. The configuration is shown in the following figure.

The current flowing through the current element will generate a magnetic field everywhere in space. The
magnetic field will have a direction which is perpendicular to both the current element and to the location
vector. If the current element
lies in this page, then the magnetic field at point will point directly
into the page, as shown in the figure. We will use the symbol
for the total intensity of the magnetic
field at point generated by current element # . When the length
of the current element is suitably
short, the total intensity of the magnetic field at point is given by the Biot-Savart Law as:

where is the vector cross-product and
is the permeability of free space and, to a very close
approximation, of air. For the time being, I will not specify a co-ordinate frame of reference with which
to specify the components of the various vectors.
The magnetic field intensity generated by the filamentary polygon
Each of the current elements in the three-dimensional filamentary polygon makes its own contribution
to the magnetic field at point . If the total length of wire in the polygon is short compared with the
wavelength by which changes in the current propagate through the wire, then the instantaneous current
will be very nearly the same at all points in the polygon at any instant in time. That the currents are
in phase then allows us to add up the contributions made to the magnetic field by the various current
elements, using vector addition, and to write the total magnetic field intensity at point as:
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This formulation deals very nicely with all points in space except for the particular points which
happen to coincide with the geometric centers of the current elements. At each of these points, the
magnetic field intensity given in Equation
becomes infinite. This is an important problem because we
are going to want to calculate, or at least be able to calculate, the total magnetic field at all points in space
including those points and regions nearby them.
The magnetic energy density
All electric fields and magnetic fields, whether varying with time or not, store energy. In free space or in
air, the instantaneous density of energy per unit volume
at some point is given by:

where and
are the permeability and permitivity of free space, respectively, and
and
are
the instantaneous magnitudes of the total electric field intensity and magnetic field intensity, respectively,
at point . Equation
assumes that SI units are being used.
In the application at hand, we will ignore the electric field which exists inside the physical wire and
decreases from one end of the filamentary polygon to the other. This decrease in the electric field along
the length of the wire can be thought of as being the voltage drop which propels the electrons, and thereby
gives rise to the current
. We will consider only the energy stored in the magnetic field. At the point
described in the two preceding sections, therefore, the instantaneous volumetric energy density can be
written as:

The total energy stored in the magnetic field generated by current
flowing through the filamentary
polygon is then given by integrating the energy density in Equation
over the entire volume the
magnetic field occupies. In general, this integral must be taken out to an infinite distance, so as to
encompass the entire universe. The the total energy
stored in the magnetic field is equal to:
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This is a tall order – the magnetic field intensity must be determined by a summation for every point in
space. This will require much tedious numerical work but, with a modern personal computer, useful
results can still be obtained by such brute force. Of course, we still have the problem of dealing with the
singularities. Let us set that aside for a moment and consider instead how we can work with Equation
to calculate the self-inductance of the inductor.
Relating self-inductance to the stored energy
Let us return to Equation
, which expresses the voltage drop over the inductor in terms of the
derivative of the current. Changes in current give rise to a voltage drop, the so-called “back EMF”, which
opposes any voltage applied between the ends of the inductor. The applied voltage must overcome this
back-EMF in order to force current through the inductor. That requires power. If we let
be the
instantaneous power required to drive the current through the inductor, then we can use Equation
and
the classical law that power equals voltage multiplied by current to write:

The work
which is done between an arbitrary time and a slightly later time
is equal to the
power being delivered multiplied by the interval of time. In the limit, as the interval of time
is made
suitably short, we can write:

If we allow the system to begin from rest at time

, then the work done up to time is the integral:

If the system does not suffer any loss of energy, through radiation or Ohmic resistance, for example, then
all of the work done should be converted into energy stored in the magnetic field. In that case, the work
in Equation
will be equal to the stored energy
in Equation
and we can write:
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The self-inductance is therefore a constant, which depends only on the spatial dimensions of the
filamentary polygon. Of course, we still have the problem of dealing with the singularities. Let us set
that aside again, for another moment, and consider instead some of the practicalities of numerically
integrating Equation
.
Discretizing the universe
Let me now introduce two co-ordinate frames of reference. The first one, with axes
is simply
the “original” frame of reference in which the inductor is discretized into a filamentary polygon. This
frame of reference can be selected for its convenience. The geometry of some inductors may suggest a
natural origin for a frame of reference for this purpose. The sample inductor shown in the first figure of
this paper does not. But, the measurement units of the axes must be meters. For the following
description, I will simply put the origin somewhere and imagine a right-handed Cartesian frame of
reference centered there. The following figure shows this.

The second co-ordinate frame of reference is the grid which models the universe. In order to get the most
“bang” for our computational efforts, we want to locate the filamentary polygon close to the center of this
universal grid. We can easily do this by translating the polygon so that its geometric center is at the
origin of the universal grid. The orientation of the polygon is not changed. The following figure shows
the computational gird, whose axes I will refer to as
to avoid having to carry around any
subscript.

Let us begin by surrounding the filamentary polygon by the smallest possible parallelepiped, each of
whose six faces is perpendicular to one of the three axes. At least one vertex of the polygon (a “vertex”
being the point where two current elements join) touches each of the six faces, and no points of the
polygon lie outside the parallelepiped. It may be that a vertex is located exactly at the origin of the
frame, but that will not cause any problem. It may be that the midpoint of one of the current
elements is located exactly at the origin, which will cause a singularity in the calculations. In due course,
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we will determine how to deal with singularities, including one at the origin. The circumscribing
parallelepiped is shown in red in the following figure.

The red dots in the figure are the points where the three positive axes intersect the three visible faces of
the parallelepiped. Since the co-ordinate frame of reference is centered at the geometric center of the
polygon, it will also be centered at the geometric center of the parallelepiped. The red points of
intersection therefore lie at the geometric centers of the parallelepiped’s faces.
What we will do next is double the length of each side of the red parallelepiped, while keeping it centered
on the origin of the
frame. This will increase the volume of the parallelepiped by a factor of
eight. The new parallelepiped is shown in green in the following figure.

We are going to call this green parallelepiped the “Layer1” parallelepiped of the universe. It will lie at
the heart of the grid.
We know that the magnetic field generated by an inductor is concentrated inside its interior and in the
very near neighbourhood around it. A significant percentage of all of the energy stored in the magnetic
field generator by the inductor will be found inside this parallelepiped. We should focus our attention,
and our computational effort, on it.
We will subdivide this Layer1 parallelepiped into smaller ones, which have the same shape. Suppose we
divide each dimension by the same number, say 200, in order to define these smaller parallelepipeds,
which I will refer to as “Core1” parallelepipeds. If we do that, then the Layer1 parallelepiped will contain
Core1 parallelepipeds. These Core1 parallelepipeds are the smallest
elements of volume the numerical procedure will use. In essence, we will assume that the magnetic field
intensity is constant throughout each Core1 parallelepiped. (The subdivision factor 200 is used here as an
example. The computer program allows the user to set a different factor. The only restriction is that the
same factor applies to each of the three dimensions. In addition, the “doubling” used to progress from the
circumscribing parallelepiped to the Layer1 parallelepiped is also a parameter in the computer program,
and can be changed by the user. I must say, however, that both 200 and doubling give very satisfactory
results.)
Let us now surround the Layer1 parallelepiped by 26 new parallelepipeds, each of which has the same
size and shape as the Layer1 parallelepiped. I will refer to these new parallelepipeds as the “Layer2”
parallelepipeds. The physical configuration of the universe now looks like the following, where I have
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had to scale down the size in order to make the new universe fit on the page. I have shown the Layer1
parallelepiped in blue, and the inductor inside it as a blue squiggle.

Since less magnetic energy is stored inside the Layer2 parallelepipeds, they need not be subdivided as
finely as the Layer1 parallelepiped at the center. Suppose we divide each dimension of the Layer2
parallelepipeds by, say, 25, in order to define these sub-parallelepipeds. If we do that, then each Layer2
parallelepiped will contain
sub-parallelepipeds, which I will refer to as “Core2”
parallelepipeds. The 26 Layer2 parallelepipeds will, as a whole, contain
Core2
parallelepipeds. This is about 5% of the number of Core1 parallelepipeds. The computer program spends
the same amount of time evaluating each core parallelepiped, so it will spend 95% of its time on the
central Layer1 parallelepipd and 5% of its time on the 26 peripheral Core2 parallelepipeds.
Let us continue the process by adding another layer. There are two ways to do this and I want to be clear
about the one we will use. One way is to expand the volume by a factor of 27 by adding 26 more
parallelepipeds. We will not do that. Instead, we will coat the universe in the previous figure by adding
98 more parallelepipeds, each having the same size and shape as the Layer1 and Layer2 parallelepipeds.
Why 98? In the figure above, we have a set of
parallelepipeds. When we add another
layer, we will have a set of
parallelepipeds, an increase of 98. I will call these 98 new
parallelepipeds the Layer3 parallelepipeds. The physical universe after we add them is shown in the
following figure. To avoid more clutter than necessary, I have shown only the eight Layer3
parallelepipeds which define the corners of the new universe. (I have also surrounded the new universe
with a wire framework in green, as a talisman against global warming.)
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The Level3 parallelepipeds will contain much less magnetic energy than the Layer2 parallelepipeds, and
can be even more coarsely subdivided. Suppose we divide each dimension by six. There will be
sub-parallelepipeds, which I will call “Core3” parallelepipeds, in each Layer3
parallelepiped. Altogether, this new layer of Layer3 parallelepipeds will contain
Core3 parallelepipeds. Note that there are
as many Core3 parallelepipeds as
Core2 parallelepipeds. I chose to divide by six in order to produce this ratio.
We could now add another layer. Should we? The universe we have constructed so far is ten times
longer in each dimension than the inductor and contains 1000 times the volume. That might be enough –
we will not know until we have actually run some tests. However, it will not add much computation time
to add another layer of parallelepipeds with the same size and shape as the Layer1 parallelepiped. The
universe will then be a set of
such parallelepipeds, an increase of
new “Layer4” parallelepipeds. If we subdivide each of them by two to make “Core4” parallelepipeds, we
will be adding
more computations, which is
of the
Core3 computations.
Now, let us stop and take stock of the situation.
By allowing the subdivision of the parallelepipeds in each layer to decrease as the layers get further from
the center of the universe, we have increased the effectiveness of the representation of the magnetic field.
However, we have increased the labour needed to build the grid. I will not describe the procedure for
building the grid here, but will highlight some of the principal issues involved.
Firstly, there was some logic in my choice of the descriptors of parallelepipeds as being either Layer or
Core. The Layer index can be used directly to determine the number of Layer and Core parallelepipeds.
Let me show this in a table.

Index
1
2
3
4

Number of Layer
parallelepipeds
13 = 1
33 - 13 = 26
53 - 33 = 98
73 - 53 = 218

Divisor for
each Layer
parallelepiped
200
25
6
2
Total = 233

Number of Core
parallelepipeds
per Layer
parallelepiped
2003 = 8,000,000
253 = 15,625
63 = 216
23 = 8

Total number of Core
parallelepipeds
1 8,000,000 = 8,000,000
25 15,625 = 406,250
98 216 = 21,168
218 8 = 1,744
Total = 8,429,162

The information we need about each Core parallelepiped are the co-ordinates of its geometric center and,
not to be forgotten, its volume. (Remember that the analysis is based on energy density and, to computer
the densities, we need to know the volumes.) The computer program stores the geometric centers in three
vectors: GridX( =1 to NG), GridY( =1 to NG) and GridZ( =1 to NG), where NG is the number of
parallelepipeds in the grid, equal to 8,429,162. The first 8,000,000 items in the three vectors are the
Core1 parallelepipeds in the Layer1 parallelepiped, the next 406,250 items are the Core2 parallelepipeds
in all of the Layer2 parallelepipeds, and so on. Since the calculation of the energy density proceeds on a
volume element-by-volume element basis, with no interaction between volume elements, it is not
necessary for the Core parallelepipeds in the grid to be stored in any particular order.
However, the volumes of the parallelepipeds differ and they must either be stored in some kind of vector,
such as GridVol( =1 to NG), for example, or be calculated on the fly as the summation proceeds. The
former takes less computational time and the program uses it. The following table sets out the relative
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volumes of the Core parallelepipeds in the various layers, which are calculated and saved before the
summation begins. The variables named delX, delY and delZ are the dimensions of the 8,000,000 Core1
parallelepipeds, which are the smallest ones used. The volumes of the Core parallelepipeds in succeeding
layers, in terms of the Core1 volume DelX * DelY * DelZ, are summarized in the following table.

Index
1
2
3
4

Divisor for
each Layer
parallelepiped
200
25
6
2

Relative length
w.r.t. Core1
parallelepipeds
1
200 / 25
200 / 6
200 / 2

Relative volume w.r.t.
Core1 parallelepipeds
1
(200 / 25)3 = 512
(200 / 6)3 = 37,037.03704
(200 / 2)3 = 1,000,000

For example, the Core4 parallelepipeds are 100 times longer in each dimension than the Core1
parallelepipeds, and enclose 1,000,000 more volume.
Coding a computer program to build the universe is not as difficult as one might fear. The reason is this:
the topology of the grid bears a logical relationship to the topology of a cube, which we can “peel” apart
from the outer layer to the center. In the description above, the maximum index is , so we will we start
with a logical universe whose edges are divided into
equal lengths. The universe is
logically represented by
identical cubes. In general, if the maximum index one
considers is equal to , then one would start by dividing the universal cube’s edges into
equal lengths, which then represents the universe logically by
cubes. This will always be
an odd number. There will always be one logical cube at the center of the universe, surrounded by
successive layers. Stripping off each layer, from the outside inwards, always leaves another logical cube.
The central cube in the logical universe corresponds to the Layer1 parallelepiped in the physical grid. All
of the cubes in the first layer of the logical universe correspond to the Layer2 parallelepipeds. All of the
cubes in the second layer of the logical universe correspond to the Layer3 parallelepipeds, and so on.
Because we know the physical dimensions of the filamentary polygon, it is a simple matter to calculate
the dimensions of the physical universe and then to calculate the location of the centroid of each
parallelepiped which corresponds to a cube in the logical universe. On top of each such centroid, we will
impose the centroids of the Core parallelepipeds which correspond to the appropriate Layer.
When the universe has been built, we will have stored in three vectors the
co-ordinates of the
centers of all NG Core parallelepipeds and in a fourth vector the relative volume of these parallelepipeds,
in terms of the DelX * DelY * DelZ volume of the Core1 parallelepipeds. Once the grid representing the
universe has been built, we do not need to refer to the Layers again – they were useful only for
understanding the structure of the grid.
To do the calculations, we will approximate the triple integral in Equation
, which encompasses the
entire volume of the universe, by a summation over the NG Core parallelepipeds and N current elements.
In other words, we will approximate Equation
with the summation:
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where
is the length of the th current element in the filamentary polygon,
from the midpoint of the th current element to the th Core parallelepiped and
volume of the th Core parallelepiped.

is the vector pointing
is the physical

Leaving most of the volume of the physical universe out of this summation is not necessarily a problem.
Consider any parallelepiped which is in the outermost “layer” of the grid. It is a relatively long distance,
say, , away from the current elements in the polygon. (“Relatively long” here means ten or so times the
characteristic dimensions of the inductor.) The terms in the round brackets of summation
are of the
order
. Squaring them gives terms of order
. Suppose we now add one more layer of
parallelepipeds to the grid. The total volume of space added will be approximately equal to the surface
area of the previous grid volume, which is of the order , multiplied by
. There will be an order of
more parallelepipeds, each making a contribution to the self-inductance which is of order
.
Conceptually, then, the contributions to the self-inductance will decrease by the order
(being equal
to
) for each new layer. In this sense, the summations in Equation
converge quite
quickly with the size of the grid volume. This makes sense intuitively – one expects that the energy
stored in the magnetic field of an inductor will be relatively close-by.
Now, if it happens that the distance between the midpoint of each current element and the centroid of
each Core parallelepiped is never zero, then the cross-products, divisions and summations in Equation
will be finite and our task – calculating – will be done. But, we cannot rely on good luck. Let us
now deal with potential singularities.
Dealing with the singularities
What do we do if the midpoint of a current element is “too close” to the geometric center of one of the
parallelepipeds in the grid? If the two points are exactly the same, the corresponding term in the
summation will be mathematically infinite. Depending on the number representation scheme used by the
computer, there will be an overflow even if the two points are not exactly coincident. In either case, the
assumptions behind our use of the Biot-Savart Law are failing. The Biot-Savart Law is based on the
fundamental assumption that the current element is so short that it can be considered as a “point source”,
if you will, for the magnetic field acting at the point of interest, which here is taken to be the center of a
parallelepiped. It is our intention, of course, to use the magnetic field intensity at the center of the
parallelepiped as an estimate for the magnetic field intensity (both its magnitude and direction)
throughout the volume of the parallelepiped. When the midpoint and center are too close to each other,
our intention does not satisfy the Biot-Savart assumption. In the following description, I will refer to this
occurrence as a “close coincidence”.
One easy remedy is simply to ignore the magnetic field this current element generates in this
parallelepiped. This will cause the summation to understate the true inductance, but the difference may
not be as great as one might suppose.
In fact, the computer program listed below calculates the inductance by carrying out three versions of the
summation in Equation
:
In one version, which is identified by the suffix “excluding”, the energy stored in any
parallelepiped which suffers from a close-coincidence is ignored, as just described. To be
precise, only the energy generated by the offending current element is ignored – the energy from
all the other current elements which is stored in this parallelepiped is accounted for as intended.
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In the second version, which is identified by the suffix “including”, the terms for close
coincidences are included in the summation unless they really do cause a number representation
overflow. This method will cause the summation to overstate the true inductance.
In the third version, which is identified by the suffix “division of CE”, every current elementparallelepiped pair which suffers from a close coincidence is handled as will be described next.
This version of the inductance will almost certainly be bounded by
on the low side and
by
on the high side.
The following figure shows one possible configuration of a close coincidence. In the figure, the current
element is
, which I have shown as being longer than the parallelepiped and piercing its end walls at
the two black dots. The volume of the parallelepiped is equal to
. I have shown the geometric
center of the parallelepiped as a red dot and, very close to it, the midpoint of the current element as a
green dot.

Arguably, the best estimate for the average magnetic field intensity inside this parallelepiped would be
obtained if we took the average of the six distances from the midpoint of the current element to the
centers of the six faces of the parallelepiped. Or, perhaps, the average of the six distances to the eight
vertices of the parallelepiped. Either way, the average so obtained is a much better estimate of the
average distance from the midpoint to all of the points inside the parallelepiped.
The figure above shows just one possibility. What if the current element is not long and skinny but,
rather, short and fat compared with the parallelepiped? That possibility is shown in the following figure,
where the current element is so big that it actually encloses the parallelepiped altogether.

In this case, we should ignore the magnetic field inside the parallelepiped, since we are interested in the
magnetic field outside of the wire, not inside it. Note that the diameter of the wire is .
That the current element should completely enclose the parallelepiped may not be a common event but, in
practice, the size of the Core1 parallelepipeds and the size of the current elements will usually be quite
close. When the filamentary polygon is constructed, the turns in the inductor will likely be divided into
several hundred current elements, perhaps between 100 and 500. The default size of the Layer1
parallelepiped is twice the size of the inductor in each direction. The Core1 parallelepipeds are obtained
by subdividing each side of the Layer1 parallelepiped into, say, 200, lengths. As a result, the typical
length of a current element will likely in the same order of magnitude as the lengths of the edges of the
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Core1 parallelepipeds. (It should also be noted that close coincidences will never occur in parallelepipeds
in the outer layers, since the Layer1 parallelepiped completely encloses the inductor.)
Furthermore, for many air-core inductors, the diameter of the wire will not be negligible compared to the
size of the inductor, and certainly will not be negligible compared to the typical length of the current
elements. In fact, it may well be the case that the lengths of the current elements are less than the wire’s
diameter, so the current elements look more like thin disks than skinny line segments.
However it may be, it is certainly convenient to use the radius of the wire, , as the test for a close
coincidence. If the distance between the midpoint of a current element and the geometric center of a
parallelepiped is less than , then the geometric center lies inside the wire. At the very least, the relevant
points inside the parallelepiped, at which we should be calculating the magnetic field intensity, should be
at least a distance away from the center of the parallelepiped.
In the event of a close coincidence, it is not sufficient to simply use the maximum of and the computed
distance
as the estimate of the distance to use in Biot-Savart’s Law. That might be enough if close
coincidences only arose when the current elements and parallelepipeds had approximately the same
volume. (Note that, in that case, the radius is not a bad first estimate of the average distance to the
walls or vertices of the parallelepiped.) We must also allow for the occurance of close coincidences when
the current element is, indeed, relatively long and skinny.
The solution I have adopted is quite crude. I chose to divide an offending current element at its midpoint,
creating two new current elements, each with half-the length. (A more accurate solution would be to
examine the various causes of close coincidences, to formulize conditions to detect them and then to
develop a means to deal with them a little more precisely.) But, the crude solution is much quicker
computationally, since the “back-up” half elements can all be defined, and their endpoints and midpoints
calculated, before the integration is begun.
Furthermore, dividing the offending current elements in half has a rather curious benefit. In theory,
dividing all the current elements in half should improve the accuracy of the completed calculation,
because it is based on an even finer subdivision of the universe. Dividing some current elements in half,
even if not all are divided, does move the completed calculation in the desired direction.
The computations for the following numerical examples were carried out by the Visual Basic program
listed in Appendix “C” attached hereto. Appenidx “A” is a description of the program and Appendix “B”
describes the algebra used by the routines which render images of the filamentary polygon and the grid.
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Benchmarking the summation for a short solenoid
Let us consider a short solenoid, consisting of 20 circular turns of wire. The wire is wound in a helix,
with a pitch of 2 mm per turn. Two short 2 cm wires are added to the beginning and end of the coil to
represent the “lead-in” wires. This coil, called Coil #1, is illustrated in the following figure.
Coil #1

The image is taken from a screen-shot produced by the program Inductance1. The program can generate
an orthogonal image of the filamentary polygon from any view point specified by the user. A green dot
shows where the user began constructing the filamentary polygon. A similar red dot shows where
construction finished. The turns may appear round, but each turn is actually discretized into 200 straight
elements. The program calculates the following inductances:

The program calculates three values of inductance. The difference between them depends on how
parallelepipeds in the grid are treated if they contain a close coincidence between the midpoint of a
current element and the centroid of the parallelepiped. A “close coincidence” exists if the distance
between the midpoint of the current element and the centroid is less than the radius of the wire used. In
this run, I specified gauge #22 enameled copper wire, which has a radius of 0.644 mm. (Note that the
pitch of the turns in Coil #1 is 2 mm, which is almost double the diameter of the wire. In other words,
Coil #1 is not tightly wound.)
If a parallelepiped contains a close coincidence, then we have three choices: (i) ignore this parallelepipedcurrent element pair altogether, (ii) calculate the energy in the magnetic field anyway and, so long as the
calculation is not beyond the machine number representation, add it to the running total of inductance, or
(iii) divide the current element in half, as was described above, and calculate the energies generated inside
the parallelepiped by the two halves. These three choices give rise to
,
and
, respectively. The best estimate for the inductance will likely be
. The other
two are useful to know, however, because they shed some light on the number and impact of close
coincidences.
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It will always be the case that
. All three will be equal if the grid
and the filamentary polygon are such that none of the parallelepipeds contain close coincidences. For
Coil #1, the first two inductances are quite close, but
is about 10% higher.
Now, let us try a variant of Coil #1. This time, we will keep the two lead-in wires, but run them
perpendicular to the axis of the coil rather than in line with each other, as before. Coil #2 is shown in the
following figure.
Coil #2

The inductances calculated for Coil #2 are:

Re-orienting the lead-in wires does not just change the shape of the polygon; it also changes the size of
the grid, and jostles its relative placement with respect to the polygon. The combined result of the
changes is that the two extreme inductances,
and
, bound a range which is tighter
than the corresponding range for Coil #1. The best estimate, being
, is
less than the best-estimate for Coil #1. This is certainly consistent with the fact that the
magnetic fields generated by the two lead-in wires offset each other when the lead-in wires are parallel, in
a way they do not when the lead-in wires are axial with respect to each other. But the jostling of the
relative placement does contribute to the decrease as well.
To determine the importance of the lead-in wires to the inductance, Coil #3 was made the same as the first
two coils, but without any lead-in wires at all. The following figure shows Coil #3.
The inductances calculated for Coil #3 are:
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Coil #3

That the inductance of Coil #3 (
) is slightly greater than the inductance of Coil #2 (
)
sheds some light on the fundamental accuracy of the numerical procedure. I believe that the two lead-in
wires do make a small contribution to the total energy stored in the magnetic field. Their removal should
have decreased, and not increased, the inductance by a small amount. But, another change was made
implicitly when moving from Coil #2 to Coil #3. The size of the Layer1 parallelepiped was reduced in
the vertical direction since the filamentary polygon was not as high as before. This will have changed
very slightly the relative positions of the midpoints of all the current elements and the centroids of all the
parallelepipeds in the grid. It will also have decreased the fraction of the physical universe which is
enclosed within the more finely-divided Layer1 parallelepiped. Apparently, the effects of these two
changes were enough to offset the removal of four centimeters of lead-in wire.
I did not say so above, but the filamentary polygon in Runs #1 through #3 was constructed by dividing
each turn into 200 line segments. For the next test, called Run #4, the turns were each divided into 360
line segments. I have not shown a picture of Coil #4 since it looks exactly the same as Coil #3. The
inductances calculated with this finer degree of modeling are:

The inductance of Coil #4 is slightly greater, by about one percent, than that of Coil #3. There are two
factors contributing to this change.
The first factor is the length of wire. It is often said that “the length of the wire used to build a solenoid is
more important than the shape of the turns”. In theory, the inductors in Coil #3 and Coil #4 are exactly
the same. But, we are modeling the turns in them using polygons. When building the filamentary
polygon, the program divided the circular turns into 200 (Coil #3) and 360 (Coil #4) line segments,
respectively. The program assumes that the radial distance to the endpoints of each line segment in a turn
is equal to the nominal radius of the turn, before adjusting for the axial pitch. Since the line segments
developed in this way always lie slightly inside the circumference of a true circle, the sum of the lengths
of the line segments in the polygon will always be slightly less than the true circumference of the circle.
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A circle with a 5 centimeter radius has a true circumference of 31.4159 centimeters. If the circle is
represented by a 200-sided polygon, the total length of the polygon is equal to
. If the circle is represented by a 360-sided polygon, the total length of the
polygon is equal to
. While this is closer to the true
circumference of each turn, this difference between the representations of Coil #3 and Coil #4 is not
enough to account for the one percent difference.
The second factor must therefore be the culprit. It is more subtle. When the turns are divided more
finely, there are more current elements. In addition, the distances from the midpoints of the shorter
current elements to the geometric centers of the parallelepipeds in the universe is changed. This causes
slight changes in the values of the magnetic field strengths calculated at the geometric centers of the
parallelepipeds. Once again, we are encountering the limits of the discretization of the universe.
To test this factor, let us try again with the universe subdivided more finely. I did not say so above, but
all of Runs #1 through #4 were done using a universe with four layers of parallelepipeds. In each case,
the Layer1 parallelepiped at the center of the logical universe was twice the size of the filamentary
polygon in each direction. Then, three layers of similar-sized parallelepipeds were added around this
central one. The Layerl parallelepiped was subdivided in each dimension by 200, and the Layer2 through
Layer4 parallelepipeds were subdivided by factors of 25, 6 and 2, respectively. For this the next run,
called Run #5, the universe consisted of the same Layer parallelepipeds, but they were now subdivided
from the center outwards by factors of 250, 50, 12 and 4, respectively. The inductances were computed to
be:

Interpreting the differences between the results for Coil #4 and Coil #5 requires some thought. The
inductance
(in which close coincident cells are completely ignored) for Coil #5 is
very close to Coil #4’s
. The inductance
(in which close coincident current
elements are divided in half) for Coil #5 is
, about four percent greater than Coil #4’s
.

,

The figure at the left is part of a screen-shot setting out the details
involved in the calculations for Coil #5. It is the relative sizes of
the current elements and the dimensions of the Core1
parallelepipeds in Coil #5 that are important.
The diameter of the wire is 0.644 mm. All of the current elements
are 0.873 mm long. The dimensions of the Core1 parallelepipeds
are 0.320 mm 0.800 mm 0.800 mm.
These lengths are all quite similar, which is not necessarily a good
thing. The following figure illustrates the relative sizes of the
current elements and the Core1 parallelepipeds. Both are shown
at the same scale.
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Core1 ppd
current element

current element
0.800
0.644

0.800

0.873

0.320

In this Case #5, the current elements are about the same size as the Core1 parallelepipeds. When a close
coincidence occurs, the current element is occupying a substantial fraction of the volume of the
parallelepiped. While the minimum permitted separation distance, the wire radius
millimeters,
continues to be a reasonable estimate of the average distance of points in the parallelepiped which are
outside the wire, a better solution is to ignore all of the magnetic field in the parallelepiped. Not very
much of the parallelepiped’s volume lies outside of the wire. One might say that the parallelepiped
occupies more of the “inside” of the current element than the “outside. Furthermore, if a close
coincidence occurs between a particular current element and a particular parallelepiped, then this current
element will not experience a close coincidence with any other parallelepiped.
Arguably, the best choice for Coil #5 is to ignore the contribution to the inductance where there is a close
coincidence. We would conclude that
.
One lesson to learn from Coil #5 is that discretizing the inductor and/or universe into ever smaller pieces
does not always provide the most dependable calculation. If the current elements and parallelepipeds
have approximately the same size, then dealing with singularities by dividing the current elements in half
is not necessarily the best approximation.
Now, let us move on to Coil #6. For Coil #6, we will change the size of the universe. The universe for
Coils #3 to #5 were all the same size – seven times the length of the Layer1 parallelepiped in each
direction or, equivalently, 14 times the size of the inductor in each dimension. All of the energy stored
outside of this finite universe was ignored. We can estimate how much energy was ignored by now
adding another layer of parallelepipeds to the universe. The fifth later we add will increase the size of the
universe by
on each side, which will increase its volume by a factor of
. This is more than a
doubling of volume.
We will use Coil #3 as the base for comparison. The turns of the coil were divided into 200 segments and
the four layers of the universe were subdivided by factors of 200, 25, 6 and 2, respectively. We will
subdivide the Layer5 parallelepipeds by a factor of two as well. The inductances which were calculated
for this bigger universe, in comparison to those for Coil #3, are:
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It would seem that the energy stored in the fifth layer is only about 0.03% of the energy stored within the
first four layers. As a second test, called Coil #7, the universe was increased in size again by adding a
sixth layer of parallelepipeds. The Layer6 parallelepipeds were also subdivided by a factor of two on
each side. The results, comparing the inductances for all three sizes of universes, are:

So, the sixth layer adds about 0.01% to the inductance. The conclusion to draw is that virtually all of the
energy stored in the magnetic field of an inductor is contained within three or four characteristic lengths
of the inductor.
There is one more model to be considered. All of the coils described above are intended to model a 20turn helical solenoid with a nominal radius of 5 centimeters. In all of the cases considered so far, the
filamentary polygon takes into account the helical nature of the coil. Most classical formulae, however,
assume that the turns of a solenoid are flat. The pitch between the turns in the winding is ignored.
Therefore, most classical results ignore the means by which the current gets from one turn to the next. As
our model for the classical model, 20 flat turns were each separated by the 2 mm pitch. The following
figure shows this model, called Coil #8. The program requires that the wire in the inductor be continuous,
which gives rise to the straight line which appears along the top of Coil #8. The straight line actually
consists of 19 short segments, each connecting an adjacent pair of turns.
Coil #8

The inductances calculated for this model are:
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The best estimate,
, is very close to the estimates for Coils #3 and #4, which are the most
comparable of the helical models.
Next, we will compare our calculations with two classical formulae. First, let me summarize what we
have computed:
Model
Coil #1
Coil #2
Coil #3
Coil #4
Coil #5
Coil #6
Coil #7
Coil #8

Characteristic
Horizontal lead-in wires
Vertical lead-in wires
No lead-in wires
360 elements per turn
Finer grid*
Add one layer to universe
Add another later to universe
Flat coils
Note *:
is shown

I would conclude that the inductance is

.

Let us compare this with the result of the first classical formula, which gives the inductance of a
cylindrical air-core coil as:

where is the total number of turns in the coil, is the cross-sectional area in square meters, is the
length of the coil in meters and, most importantly, is Nagaoka’s coefficient. Unfortunately, classical
formulae such as this never specify precisely whether the area should be that of the core only, whether
it is should be calculated to the outside of the outer-most turn or, perhaps, to the middle of the winding.
Nor do they specify precisely whether the length is the overall length between the outside of the turns on
the two ends or whether it is the distance between the centerlines of the two end-turns.
Messr. Nagaoka was a Japanese physicist who, in the early 20th century, developed a table of coefficients
used to correct the basic formula for the inductance of a long solenoid for a finite length. As a solenoid’s
length becomes much greater than its diameter, Nagaoka’s coefficient converges to one. For short, fat
coils, it is a factor less than one. Because we are going to use his coefficient just once in this paper, right
here, to deal with a coil having 20 turns with a nominal radius of 5 centimeters and a pitch of 2 mm, I will
not describe the background to his calculations. I will simply state that, when the diameter-to-length ratio
is 10 cm / 4 cm = 2.5, Nagoakoa’s coefficient is equal to 0.47. For the coil in question, then, the classical
inductance is equal to:

The second classical formula is one beloved of ham radio enthusiasts. For short air-core coils, their
formula is:
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where is the mean radius in inches, is the total number of turns, is length of the coil in inches and
the value of is in microHenries. For the coil in question, this formula gives:

The inductance calculated by Inductance1 is about 2½% greater than both classical formulae. I must
note, though, that the value calculated using the Coil #5 model is closer to the classical formula. Recall
that the Coil #5 model subdivided the Layer parallelepipeds into a greater number of Core
parallelepipeds, but led us to use the
sum rather than the
sum. Perhaps this
means that the most accurate results are obtained using Core1parallelepipeds which are similar in size to
the current elements and then excluding all Core1 parallelepipeds which are in close coincidence with a
current element. (It could also mean that the classical formulae are inaccurate, but I hesitate to conclude
that. The ham radio expression is based on experiment, and results found in the real world must always
trump theory.)
Benchmarking the solution for a flat spiral coil
There is also a classical formula for a coil wound as a flat spiral. Let us test our numerical procedure
using a coil with 20 turns, an inside radius of 5 cm and an outside radius of 9 cm. In other words, the
outwardly-directed pitch is 2 millimeters per turn. We will model this coil by dividing each turn into 200
current elements. We will use the basic four-layer universe with the Layer parallelepipeds subdivided
into 200, 5, 6 and 2. The following figure shows what this coil, called Coil #9, looks like.
Coil #9

In the description above, the Layer1 parallelepiped was assumed to be made twice the size of the
circumscribing filamentary polygon in each direction. When the coil is flat, something else must be done.
If any dimension of the parallelepiped is zero, the program listed below uses the average of the other two
dimensions as the length in the offending direction.
The inductances calculated for this coil are:
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Note that all three methods of dealing with close coincidences give the same result. Apparently, the grid
and the polygon are such that no close coincidences occurred. Physically, the coil is located along one of
the vertical planes separating Core1 parallelepipeds, so the midpoints of all the current elements are a safe
distance away from the centroids of all the bordering parallelepipeds.
The classical formula for a flat spiral is:

where is the mean radius in inches, is the total number of turns, is the depth of the coil (outer radius
minus inner radius) in inches and the value of is in microHenries. For Coil #9, this formula gives:

Our calculation is 1.3% less than the classical result.
Applying Inductance1 to something completely different
Let us use the program to calculate the inductance of a coil which would be impossible to attack using
equations in closed form. The coil will have 20 turns, each with a nominal radius of five centimeters.
Successive turns will be rotated with respect to each other by 18°, so that the coil takes on the shape of a
sphere, as shown here.
Coil #10

The lead-in point is coincident with the lead-out point, so only one of them appears in the figure.
Although the turns intersect each other multiple times at the north and south poles of the sphere, the
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current always flows through the nodes from one turn to the next in the sequence. The magnetic field
generated by such an inductor would look like circles of constant latitude. The inductance is calculated to
be:

Let us say,

.

Jim Hawley
October 2012
An e-mail setting out errors and omissions would be appreciated.
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Appendix “A”
The computer program Inductance1
The computer program listed below was developed in Visual Basic 2010 Express. It consists of one form,
named Form, and six modules. The module named Variables sets the global parameters and defines the
principal variables. Module Polygon discretizes the inductor being examined. The module named Marry
translates the polygon to its geometric center. Grid defines the grid of parallelepipeds and Integrate
carries out the numerical summations of Equation
. Module Display contains the routines to render
images of the polygon and grid.
Module Polygon
This module assists in the process of preparing a filamentary polygon to represent a physical inductor. It
is not a graphical user interface and the code must be changed to implement any given inductor.
However, the module includes several subroutines which can add certain common shapes. The product of
this module is an
array, where is the number of current elements into which the inductor is
divided. For computational speed, the array is actually stored as nine separate vectors, each having
entries. The nine vectors are the following:
Name
OPolySX( =1 to
OPolySY( =1 to
OPolySZ( =1 to
OPolyEX( =1 to
OPolyEY( =1 to
OPolyEZ( =1 to
OPolyMX( =1 to
OPolyMY( =1 to
OPolyMZ( =1 to

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Content
-co-ordinate of the starting location of the th current element
-co-ordinate of the starting location of the th current element
-co-ordinate of the starting location of the th current element
-co-ordinate of the ending location of the th current element
-co-ordinate of the ending location of the th current element
-co-ordinate of the ending location of the th current element
-co-ordinate of the midpoint of the th current element
-co-ordinate of the midpoint of the th current element
-co-ordinate of the midpoint of the th current element

The prefix O specifies that these are the co-ordinates in the so-called “original” co-ordinate frame of
reference, which can be chosen arbitrarily to make coding the polygon as easy as possible. As will be
described below, this “original” co-ordinate frame of reference is not necessarily the same as the one
which will be used to define the grid.
This module performs certain basic tests, including:
1.
2.
3.

Ensuring that the ending endpoint of each current element is coincident with the starting endpoint
of its successor;
Ensuring that the length of each current element is not greater than a certain maximum, which is
defined in module Variables as the parameter dSmax; and
Ensuring that the length of each current element is not less than a certain minimum, which is
defined in Variables as the parameter dSmin.

Visual Basic stores vectors using the zero-based scheme, in which a vector V defined as V(100) actually
contains 101 entries, including the one referenced as V(0). The within application does not use the indexzero element. I will note here that all variables which are not obviously integers are stored in double
precision and all calculations are carried out in double precision.
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Module Marry
Marry translates the filamentary polygon into the co-ordinate frame of reference of the universal grid.
This module does not rotate the polygon. It proceeds as follows:
1.

2.
3.

It scans through the midpoints of all current elements, looking for the maximum and minimum
values in all three directions. This defines the three dimensions of the circumscribing
parallelepiped.
It calculates the geometric center of the midpoints.
The module then translates the polygon in all three directions so that the geometric center
identified in Step 2 lies at the origin of the “grid” co-ordinate frame of reference.

Note that the geometric center is determined by reference to the midpoints of the current elements, not
their endpoints. The midpoints are the important points for the summations, so it does not matter if some
some of the current elements’ endpoints lie outside of this circumscribing parallelepiped.
The product of this module is an
array, where is the number of current elements into which the
inductor is divided. For computational speed, the array is actually stored as nine separate vectors, each
having entries. The nine vectors are the following:
Name
GPolySX( =1 to
GPolySY( =1 to
GPolySZ( =1 to
GPolyEX( =1 to
GPolyEY( =1 to
GPolyEZ( =1 to
GPolyMX( =1 to
GPolyMY( =1 to
GPolyMZ( =1 to

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Content
-co-ordinate of the starting location of the th current element
-co-ordinate of the starting location of the th current element
-co-ordinate of the starting location of the th current element
-co-ordinate of the ending location of the th current element
-co-ordinate of the ending location of the th current element
-co-ordinate of the ending location of the th current element
-co-ordinate of the midpoint of the th current element
-co-ordinate of the midpoint of the th current element
-co-ordinate of the midpoint of the th current element

The prefix G specifies that these are now the co-ordinates with respect to the “grid” co-ordinate frame of
reference.
Module Grid
This module defines the grid of Core parallelepipeds. The scale factors by which the circumscribing
parallelepiped is increased to obtain the Layer1 parallelepiped are stored as variables ScaleX, ScaleY and
ScaleZ. The number of subdivisions of each dimension of the Core1 parallelepipeds is stored under the
name N1, the number of subdivisions for Core2 parallelepipeds is stored as N2, and so on. The program
allows for up to six Layers, and the number of subdivisions for Core6 parallelepipeds is stored as N6.
These parameters are not defined in module Variables, but in the header of module Grid.
This module uses two subroutines. The first, named BuildTemporaryParallelepiped(), enumerates the coordinates of the centers of all the sub-parallelepipeds in a parent parallelepiped of any given size and
shape. The second subroutine, called CopyTemporaryParallelepiped(), copies the co-ordinates of the
centers of a set of sub-parallelepipeds into a given set of vectors.
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Grid makes its first call to BuildTemporaryParallelepiped() in order to enumerate the co-ordinates of the
centers of all the Layer parallelepipeds in the logical universe. Then, for each Layer, it calls
BuildTemporaryParallelepiped() to prepare a template of the co-ordinates of the centers of the Core subparallelepipeds in the given Layer. The template uses its own geometric center as the origin. Then, Grid
calls CopyTemporaryParallelepiped() multiple times in order to produce copies of the Core template,
which it translates onto the centers of each Layer parallelepiped.
Whenever the program works its way through the set of parallelepipeds, it does so using the following
loop structure.
Loop over values of from the most negative to the most positive
Loop over values of from the most negative to the most positive
Loop over values of from the most negative to the most positive
{do work for parallelepiped at location
}
End of -loop
End of -loop
End of -loop
The global variable NG holds the total number of Core parallelepipeds. The product of module Grid is an
NG
array holding the co-ordinates of the centers of all the Core parallelepipeds. For computational
speed, the array is actually stored as three separate vectors, each having NG entries. The three vectors are
the following:
Name
GridX( =1 to NG)
GridY( =1 to NG)
GridZ( =1 to NG)

Content
-co-ordinate of the geometric center of the
-co-ordinate of the geometric center of the
-co-ordinate of the geometric center of the

th

parallelepiped
parallelepiped
th
parallelepiped
th

The size of each Core parallelepiped is stored in a fourth vector, GridVol( =1 to NG). The number stored
in GridVol() is the relative volume of the th Core parallelepiped in terms of the volume of the Core1
parallelepipeds. The global variables delVol holds the volume of the Core1 parallelepipeds.
Module Integrate
This module does the numerical integration. For computational speed, the use of subroutines and
functions is minimized. However, no advantage has been taken of possible symmetries which might exist
in a particular polygon, as the details would change from inductor to inductor. The constant factor in
Equation
is not included in the calculation loops. In other words, the quantity which is summed is
the following:

The program evaluates the cross-product in the inner summation as the following determinant:
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where

and

.

The program evaluates the denominator in the inner summation using the vector dot-product as follows:

As it works its way through the inner summation, the program uses the following six variables to store
interim results:
Name

Content

BX

magnitude of

in the

-direction

BY

magnitude of

in the

-direction

BZ
BXCum
BYCum
BZCum

magnitude of
in the
running total of the sum of BX’s
running total of the sum of BY’s
running total of the sum of BZ’s

-direction

As it works its way through the outer summation, the program uses the variable LCum to hold the running
total of the summations.
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Appendix “B”
Projecting the 3D polygon onto a view plane for display purposes
One of the jobs done by the computer program is to render a two-dimensional display of the line segments
which make up the filamentary polygon. One of the sub-tasks required in this process is to project a
sequence of points whose co-ordinates are known in three-dimensions onto a single plane. This appendix
describes the algebra needed to implement the projection.
The projection developed by the computer program is based on the user’s specification of an “Eye point”
from which the line segments will be viewed. To be more precise about it, the position of the Eye is
specified in the same “original” co-ordinate frame of reference in which the endpoints of the line
segments of the filamentary polygon were first specified. This makes it a little easier for the user to
decide where he wants his Eye to be, since he will be making the specification in the same frame of
reference as he built the polygon. What the computer program has available as its inputs are shown in the
following diagram.
Eye
view plane

The view plane is perpendicular to the ray from origin to the Eye and passes through the origin. Point
is any one of the endpoints of the line segments which are to be projected onto the view plane. Point
is the location of point as it should be projected. The first question is: what is the location of point ?
Let us begin to answer this question by defining the components of certain vectors as follows:

Since point lies in the view plane, the two vectors
and
must be perpendicular. We can
express this requirement mathematically using the vector dot-product of the two vectors. The vector dotproduct can be expanded as follows:

The vector dot-product is also equal to the product of the lengths of the two vectors, multiplied by the
cosine of the angle between them. Since the two vectors are perpendicular, the enclosed angle is
,
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whose cosine is zero. That means that
gives:

equals zero. Setting Equation

equal to zero

Since vector
is perpendicular to the view plane and
lies within the view plane, any vector
which is perpendicular to both of these vectors must also lie within the view plane. The cross-product of
these two vectors is perpendicular to them both, so it must lie within the view plane. Suppose we define
the components of the cross-product as follows:

It should be noted that the cross-product vector will have the same starting point as the two vectors
themselves, namely, the origin . We can expand the cross-product as the following determinant:

The components of vector
components in Equation

in Equation

are defined by comparison with the corresponding

.

Now, vector
must be perpendicular to vector
. Following the same process as we used above to
deal with the perpendicularity of
and
, we get an expression similar to Equation
, being:

Now, let us define two more vectors, one from the Eye to point

and another from the Eye to point

:

These two vectors are parallel since the three points Eye, and lie on the same line. We can express
this restriction mathematically using the vector cross-product of
and
. The vector crossproduct is equal to the product of the lengths of the two vectors, multiplied by the sine of the angle
between them. Since the two vectors are parallel, the enclosed angle is , whose sine is zero. That
means that
equals zero. The cross-product can be expanded as the following determinant:
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Since the cross-product vector is zero, each of its components must be zero. This gives rise to the
following three equations:

It is helpful to re-express the components in Equation
so that they are referenced to the origin
instead of to the Eye. This is easily done using vector addition, as follows:

We can now re-write Equation

by substituting components from Equation

, thus:

These three equations are not linearly independent. Let us use only the first two, and re-arrange them so
that
and
are expressed in terms of
. We get:

We now have three equations in the three unknowns:

We can immediately solve for

,

and

:

by substituting the last two expressions into the first, as follows:

and, continuing:
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So long as the factor in curly brackets on the left-hand side is not zero, we can divide through and so
calculate
. This we can substitute into Equation
to determine
and
. But, in some
circumstances, the factor in curly brackets on the left-hand side is zero. When does this happen? One
might recognize that the first line in the factor is the vector dot-product of
and
and that the
second line in the factor is the square of the length of vector
. The dot-product is, as we have seen,
equal to the scalar product of the lengths of the two vectors multiplied by the cosine of their included
angle between them. Therefore, we can expand the factor in curly brackets as follows:

In Equation
, I have used as the included angle. The factor will be zero if
is zero, which
will occur only if the Eye is placed at the origin, a trivial case. The factor will also be zero if
. This has the trigonometric interpretation shown in the following figure.

The two vectors define a right triangle. Geometrically, this means that point already lies in the view
plane. This is an occurrence which is simple to deal with. If the factor comes out to be zero, then the
point is already in the view plane and its co-ordinates constitute the co-ordinates of the projected point.
No more is needed for that point.
As a result, we can always use Equation
and then substitution into Equation
to find the coordinates of any point when projected onto the view plane. That is the hard part, but it is not the end of
the work. All of the projected points still have co-ordinates given in three dimensions. While all of the
projected points now lie in a single plane, we do not have co-ordinates in two dimensions from which to
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render a drawing. The second part of the task is to sort this out, which we will do by converting the threedimensional co-ordinates into polar co-ordinates in the view plane.
Let us start by looking at what we will have when the first part of the task is finished. The following
diagram shows the view plane.
view plane

There will be a maximum of
projected points visible in the view plane. The current elements
which make up the filamentary polygon each have two endpoints. However, the current elements are
connected end-to-end so that only
of those endpoints are unique. When the ending endpoint of any
current element is the same as the starting endpoint of its successor, the two endpoints will project onto
the same point in the view plane. In addition, do not forget about the origin , which was a defining
point in the view plane itself.
In addition, the projection process itself may cause some endpoints to be projected onto the same point on
the view plane, reducing the number of distinct points which will be seen. For that reason, there will be a
maximum of
projected points. However, it will not cause any problems, other than a small waste
of time, if we do the projection for all the endpoints without troubling about redundancies.
For reference in the following description, I have labeled in the view plane above two arbitrary points,
and , and drawn rays from the origin to both points.
At the end of the first step, each of and will be characterized by a set of , and components, with
the origin ’s being
. Let us suppose that the arbitrary point in the view plane can be
expressed in terms of the following components:
. This follows the
notation we used above. The distance from origin to point is simply the length of this vector, which
can be expanded in terms of the components as

. Using this approach, we

can easily find the radial distances of all the points in view plane from the origin. This is the radial
component of the polar co-ordinates we will use to describe locations in the view plane.
We can also calculate the angular separation between any two points in the view plane. Let us suppose
that the other arbitrary point, , can be expressed in terms of the following components:
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. We will by now have calculated their lengths,
and
, which are their radii
from the origin. To determine the angle between them, we can use either the vector dot-product, which is
proportional to the cosine of the included angle, or the vector cross-product, which is proportional to the
sine of the included angle. As it turns out, we will have to use both in order to discriminate angles around
a full circle.
Let us apply the vector dot-product first. On the one hand, we know that the dot-product is equal to the
scalar product of their lengths and the cosine of the included angle. On the other hand, we can calculate
the dot-product directly, as:

Setting the two formulations equal allows us to write the cosine of the included angle

as:

The cosine function is not unique around a full circle so the solution in Equation
will only
determine the magnitude of the included angle ( through
) but will not tell us which vector is
further advanced around the origin.
To make that distinction, we will apply the vector cross-product. On the one hand, we know that the
magnitude of the cross-product is equal to the scalar product of their lengths and the sine of the included
angle. On the other hand, we can calculate the cross-product directly, as:

Since both vectors
and
lie in the view plane, their cross-product will be a vector which is
perpendicular to the view plane. The cross-product vector will therefore be parallel to the Eye vector
. The cross-product vector will either point in the same direction as
, in which case vector
lags vector
in counterclockwise rotation, or it will point in the opposite direction from
, in
which case vector
leads vector
in counterclockwise rotation. To determine which condition
exists, we can take the dot-product of the Eye vector and the cross-product. If the dot-product is positive,
then the two vectors point in the same direction and
lags; if the dot-product is negative, then the two
vectors point in opposite directions and
leads. (In the degenerate case where the dot-product is zero,
then the angle between
and
is zero.) The dot-product is evaluated as follows:
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The magnitude of the cross-product is equal to the length of this vector, which is:

Setting the two formulations equal allows us to write the sine of the included angle

as:

It is not necessary to evaluate the inverse sine of the right-hand side in Equation
to calculate the
angle , since we already know its magnitude from Equation
. Simply comparing the algebraic
signs of
and
will enable us to determine which quadrant angle falls within, as follows:
Quadrant
positive or zero
Negative
Negative
positive or zero

positive or zero
positive or zero
negative
negative

The expression in Equation
gives the angular separation of any two rays. If we use one single
point, say the projected point corresponding to the starting endpoint of the first current element in the
polygon, as a reference against which to calculate the angular separation of the rays to all the other points
in the view plane, then we will have determined everything we need except for one thing.
How should the view plane be oriented? We may have calculated the angular separation of all points with
respect to a reference point, but in what direction should that reference point / ray be pointed? Up? To
the left? The -, - and -axes in which the components were originally expressed will not have any
natural relationship with the orientation of the view plane. One should not assume, for example, that
points along the -axis in the “original’ frame of reference will lie towards the left in the view plane.
Where points along the -axis would be projected into the view plane is highly dependent on where the
user sets his Eye.
The problem we are now addressing is the absolute orientation of the view plane. It is helpful to circle
back to the beginning and try to figure out what the user wanted to see when he specified where his Eye
should be. Consider the three cases illustrated in the following figure.
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The origin and Eye point are shown as black dots. The filamentary polygon is not shown in any of the
cases, but would be a small blob located somewhere near the origin. The full extent of the polygon
should be within the radius to the Eye. (If the Eye lies inside parts of the volume enclosed by the
polygon, the projection of some points will be in the wrong direction.) The following three figures show
what the user may have wanted when he set the Eye where he did.

In each of the three cases, I have tried to give some idea about both the orientation and relative scale of
the three axes which would be expected. One immediate observation to make is that the closer to zero the
Eye is relative to any axis, the longer, or more dominant, that axis will be in the projected view.
Conversely, the further out the Eye is along any axis, the shorter that axis will be in the projected view. A
second observation, but less striking, is that the positive -axis would seem to point vertically upwards or
downwards in all of the projections. The closer the Eye is to the - plane, the stronger that tendency
seems. Of course, we can not rely on that tendency when the Eye lies very close to the -axis itself, in
which case the points’ displacements in the -direction contribute very little to the distribution of the
points in the view plane.
The computer program determines the absolute orientation of the view plane using the following process.
1.

The program adds three special points to the “original” co-ordinate frame of reference, being
vectors along each of the three axes. These three points are projected onto the view plane along
with the vertices of the filamentary polygon. In order that these three points do not affect the
scale of the drawing, they are not unit vectors per se, but have lengths equal to the length of the
first current element in the polygon. If the length of the first current element is given by
, then
the three points will be given the co-ordinates
,
and
, respectively,
in the -, - and -directions.

2.

So long as the Eye does not lie within a cone around the -axis, then the projection of the axis point
is used as the reference ray for all of the angle separation calculations
described above. Then, the entire view plane is rotated so that this reference ray points towards
the top in the rendering.

3.

If the Eye lies with the cone around the -axis, then the projected -axis point is not used as a
reference at all. The projected -axis is used instead. The projection of the -axis point
is used as the reference ray for all of the angle separation calculations described above.
Then, the entire view plane is rotated to place this reference ray in the desired position. This
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depends on where the Eye is along the -axis. If the Eye is in the positive -hemisphere, then the
projected -axis should point towards the lower left and the entire view plane is rotated to
accomplish that. On the other hand, if the Eye is in the negative -hemisphere, then the projected
-axis should point towards the lower right and the entire view plane is rotated accordingly.
4.

Note that, if the Eye is located within with the cone around the -axis, it cannot also be located
within a
cone around the -axis. Therefore, it will never be necessary to use the projection of
the -axis point
as a reference ray.
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Appendix “C”
Listing of the computer program
The following code is a listing of the computer program used to generate the results given in this paper.
The program was developed using Visual Basic 2010 Express, available as a free download from from the
Microsoft Corporation website.
The program consists of a main form named Form and six modules. The modules are: (i) Polygon
contains the routines used to construct a filamentary polygon of the inductor being examined, (ii) Marry
translates the filamentary polygon into an appropriate central point, (iii) Grid enumerates the
parallelepipeds in the universe, (iv) Integrate carries out the summations, (v) Display renders a twodimensional projection of the polygon or the grid and (vi) Variables defines the global variables. The
modules carry out their work substantially as described above.
Module Polygon includes subroutines which add: (i) one helical round turn, (ii) one helical rectangular
turn, (iii) one flat spiral round turn or (iv) one line segment. When any one of these subroutines is called,
it adds the starting point of the new object to the “tag end” of the polygon being built. Furthermore, the
turns can be rotated independently around the three axes before being attached to the polygon being built.
This makes it relatively easy to build a coil. The Module also includes a short subroutine which shows
how the coils illustrated above were constructed.
All of the coils illustrated in the main text are viewed from an eye located at point
in the coordinate frame of reference. The three components of the vector pointing from the origin to the eye point
are among the arguments passed to the principal subroutine in Module Display. The polygon can be
viewed from different angles simply by changing these three arguments.
Form Form
Option Strict On
Option Explicit On
' Self-Inductance #1"
Public Class Form
Inherits System.Windows.Forms.Form
Public Sub New()
InitializeComponent()
With Me
Name = ""
Text = "Self-Inductance #1"
FormBorderStyle = Windows.Forms.FormBorderStyle.FixedSingle
Size = New Drawing.Size(1024, 760)
CenterToScreen()
Visible = True
Controls.Add(buttonExit)
Controls.Add(buttonRun)
Controls.Add(DisplayText)
Controls.Add(DisplayDrawing)
PerformLayout()
BringToFront()
End With
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End Sub
Public WithEvents buttonExit As New Windows.Forms.Button With _
{.Size = New Drawing.Size(80, 30), _
.Location = New Drawing.Point(5, 5), _
.Text = "Exit", .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleCenter}
Public Sub buttonExit_Click() Handles buttonExit.MouseClick
Application.Exit()
End Sub
Public WithEvents buttonRun As New Windows.Forms.Button With _
{.Size = New Drawing.Size(80, 30), _
.Location = New Drawing.Point(90, 5), _
.Text = "Run", .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleCenter}
Public Sub buttonRun_Click() Handles buttonRun.MouseClick
MainProgram()
End Sub
Public DisplayText As New Windows.Forms.Label With _
{.Size = New Drawing.Size(300, 500), _
.Location = New Drawing.Point(5, 40), _
.Text = "", .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.TopLeft}
Public DisplayDrawing As New Windows.Forms.Panel With _
{.Size = New Drawing.Size(500, 500), _
.Location = New Drawing.Point(310, 5), _
.BorderStyle = BorderStyle.None}
Public DisplayBitmap As New Bitmap(500, 500)
Public Sub MainProgram()
Dim MsgBoxResult As MsgBoxResult
'
' Step #1: Determine the properties of the wire and set the maximum and minimum
' lengths permitted for current elements.
WireGaugeProperties(Gauge, Rwire, Rho)
dSmax = dSmax * Rwire ' Maximum length of a current element
dSmin = dSmin * Rwire ' Minimum length of a current element
'
' Step #2: Build the filamentary polygon.
BuildPolygon()
'
' Step #3: Marry the filamentary polygon to the grid.
Marry.Marry()
'
' Step #4: Display the filamentary polygon, if requested.
MsgBoxResult = MsgBox( _
"Do you want to display the filamentary polygon?", _
MsgBoxStyle.YesNo, _
"Self-Inductance #1")
If (MsgBoxResult = vbYes) Then
' Clear the graphics.
Dim g As Graphics = Graphics.FromImage(DisplayBitmap)
g.Clear(Control.DefaultBackColor)
g.Dispose()
DisplayDrawing.BackgroundImage = DisplayBitmap
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DisplayDrawing.Refresh()
' Render the polygon.
Dim OEyeX As Double = 1
Dim OEyeY As Double = 1
Dim OEyeZ As Double = 1
Dim e As System.EventArgs
RenderPolygon(DisplayDrawing, e, DisplayBitmap, OEyeX, OEyeY, OEyeZ)
DisplayDrawing.BackgroundImage = DisplayBitmap
DisplayDrawing.Refresh()
End If
'
' Step #5: Build the grid.
BuildGrid()
'
' Step #6: Display the grid, if requested.
MsgBoxResult = MsgBox( _
"Do you want to display the grid?", _
MsgBoxStyle.YesNo, _
"Self-Inductance #1")
If (MsgBoxResult = vbYes) Then
' Clear the graphics.
Dim g As Graphics = Graphics.FromImage(DisplayBitmap)
g.Clear(Control.DefaultBackColor)
g.Dispose()
DisplayDrawing.BackgroundImage = DisplayBitmap
DisplayDrawing.Refresh()
' Render the grid.
Dim e As System.EventArgs
RenderGrid(DisplayDrawing, e, DisplayBitmap)
DisplayDrawing.BackgroundImage = DisplayBitmap
DisplayDrawing.Refresh()
End If
'
' Step #7: Execute the integration.
Integrate.Integrate()
'
' Step #8: Calculate the resistance.
Dim WireLength As Double = 0
Dim Resistance As Double
For I As Int32 = 1 To N Step 1
WireLength = WireLength + Math.Sqrt( _
((OPolyEX(I) - OPolySX(I)) * (OPolyEX(I) - OPolySX(I))) + _
((OPolyEY(I) - OPolySY(I)) * (OPolyEY(I) - OPolySY(I))) + _
((OPolyEZ(I) - OPolySZ(I)) * (OPolyEZ(I) - OPolySZ(I))))
Next I
Resistance = Rho * WireLength
DisplayText.Text = DisplayText.Text & vbCrLf & _
"Wire gauge =" & Str(Gauge) & vbCrLf & _
"Wire length (m) =" & Str(WireLength) & vbCrLf & _
"Resistance (Ohms) =" & Str(Resistance)
DisplayText.Refresh()
End Sub
End Class
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Module Polygon
Option Strict On
Option Explicit On
Public Module Polygon
' Local
Private
Private
Private
Private

variables
CurIndex As Int32 ' Index of the last current element
CurEndX As Double ' Location of endpoint of last current element
CurEndY As Double
CurEndZ As Double

'////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
' Sub BuildPolygon is the routine which is used to build a polygon. The user will
' have to change the code in this subroutine to implement any desired inductor.
Public Sub BuildPolygon()
'
' Initialize a new polygon.
CurIndex = 0
CurEndX = 0
CurEndY = 0
CurEndZ = 0
'////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
'// Coil for Runs #5 (Used with modifications for Runs #1 through #7.)
'// 20 turns with 5 cm nominal radius.
' Add a 2 cm "lead-in" wire.
'AddOneLineSegment(0, 0, -0.02, 20)
' Add twenty helical circular turns in the Y-Z plane.
' Nominal radius of 5 cm.
' Pitch = 2 mm per turn.
For I As Int32 = 1 To 20 Step 1
AddOneHelicalRoundTurn("X", +1, 0.05, 0.002, 90, 0, 0, 360)
Next I
' Add a 2 cm "lead-out" wire.
'AddOneLineSegment(0, 0, +0.02, 20)
' Finalize the polygon.
N = CurIndex
' Ensure that the wire gauge is as desired.
If (Gauge <> 22) Then
MsgBox("Oops, the wire gauge needs to be set as a global variable.")
End If
''////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
''// Coil for Run #8
''// 20 flat turns with 5 cm nominal radius.
'For I As Int32 = 1 To 19 Step 1
'
AddOneFlatSpiralRoundTurn("X", +1, 0.05, 0.05, 90, 0, 0, 200)
'
AddOneLineSegment(+0.002, 0, 0, 1)
'Next I
'' Add the last turn.
'AddOneFlatSpiralRoundTurn("X", +1, 0.05, 0.05, 90, 0, 0, 200)
'' Finalize the polygon.
'N = CurIndex
'Gauge = 22
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''////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
''// Coil for Run #9
''// 20 flat spiral turns: inner radius 5 cm and radial pitch of 2 mm per turn
'For I As Int32 = 1 To 20 Step 1
'
Dim Rinside As Double = 0.05 + ((I - 1) * 0.002)
'
Dim Routside As Double = 0.05 + (I * 0.002)
'
AddOneFlatSpiralRoundTurn("X", +1, Rinside, Routside, 90, 0, 0, 200)
'Next I
'' Finalize the polygon.
'N = CurIndex
'' Ensure that the wire gauge is as desired.
'If (Gauge <> 22) Then
'
MsgBox("Oops, the wire gauge needs to be set as a global variable.")
'End If
''////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
''// Coil for Run #10
''// 20 flat round turns wrapped into a spherical ball.
'Dim Angle As Int32
'For I As Int32 = 1 To 20 Step 1
'
Angle = CInt(180 * (I - 1) / 20)
'
AddOneFlatSpiralRoundTurn("X", +1, 0.05, 0.05, 90, 0, Angle, 200)
'Next I
'' Finalize the polygon.
'N = CurIndex
'' Ensure that the wire gauge is as desired.
'If (Gauge <> 22) Then
'
MsgBox("Oops, the wire gauge needs to be set as a global variable.")
'End If
End Sub
'////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
' Sub AddOneHelicalRoundTurn adds one complete helical circular turn to a polygon
' being built. The arguments are as follows:
' Plane = "X", "Y" or "Z" indicates the axis of the principal plane of the turn to
'
be added.
' Direction = +1 or -1 indicates the direction of traversal around axis Plane.
' Radius is the nominal radius of the turn.
' Pitch is the distance by which the ends of the turn are separated. Pitch can be a
'
a negative value.
' RotateX is the angular rotation of the turn around the X-axis. RotateY is the
'
angular rotation of the turn around the Y-axis. RotateZ is the angular rotation
'
of the turn around the Z-axis. The rotations are executed in X-Y-Z order, and
'
then the turn is attached to the tag end of the polygon. All angles must be in
'
the range from 0 <= Rotate* < 360.
' NumCE is the number of current elements into which the turn should be divided.
' This subroutine updates the number of current elements and the current location of
' the tag end. This subroutine calls FatalError in the event of errors.
Public Sub AddOneHelicalRoundTurn( _
ByVal Plane As String, _
ByVal Direction As Int32, _
ByVal Radius As Double, _
ByVal Pitch As Double, _
ByVal RotateX As Double, ByVal RotateY As Double, ByVal RotateZ As Double, _
ByVal NumCE As Int32)
Dim StartX(NumCE) As Double ' Starting endpoints of the new current elements
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Dim StartY(NumCE) As Double
Dim StartZ(NumCE) As Double
Dim EndX(NumCE) As Double
' Ending endpoints of the new current elements
Dim EndY(NumCE) As Double
Dim EndZ(NumCE) As Double
' Validity tests.
If ((Plane <> "X") And (Plane <> "Y") And (Plane <> "Z")) Then
FatalError("AddOneHelicalRoundTurn", "Invalid argument Plane.")
Exit Sub
End If
If ((Direction <> +1) And (Direction <> -1)) Then
FatalError("AddOneHelicalRoundTurn", "Invalid argument Direction.")
Exit Sub
End If
If (Radius <= 0) Then
FatalError("AddOneHelicalRoundTurn", "Invalid argument Radius.")
Exit Sub
End If
If ((RotateX < 0) Or (RotateX >= 360)) Then
FatalError("AddOneHelicalRoundTurn", "Argument RotateX out of range.")
Exit Sub
End If
If ((RotateY < 0) Or (RotateY >= 360)) Then
FatalError("AddOneHelicalRoundTurn", "Argument RotateY out of range.")
Exit Sub
End If
If ((RotateZ < 0) Or (RotateZ >= 360)) Then
FatalError("AddOneHelicalRoundTurn", "Argument RotateZ out of range.")
Exit Sub
End If
' Step #1: Lay out a flat circular turn in the desired plane.
Dim ThetaS As Double ' Angles around circumference, in radians
Dim ThetaE As Double
Select Case Plane
Case "X"
For I As Int32 = 1 To NumCE Step 1
ThetaS = Direction * (I - 1) * 2 * PI / NumCE
ThetaE = Direction * I * 2 * PI / NumCE
StartX(I) = 0
StartY(I) = Radius * Math.Cos(ThetaS)
StartZ(I) = Radius * Math.Sin(ThetaS)
EndX(I) = 0
EndY(I) = Radius * Math.Cos(ThetaE)
EndZ(I) = Radius * Math.Sin(ThetaE)
Next I
Case "Y"
For I As Int32 = 1 To NumCE Step 1
ThetaS = Direction * (I - 1) * 2 * PI / NumCE
ThetaE = Direction * I * 2 * PI / NumCE
StartX(I) = Radius * Math.Sin(ThetaS)
StartY(I) = 0
StartZ(I) = Radius * Math.Cos(ThetaS)
EndX(I) = Radius * Math.Sin(ThetaE)
EndY(I) = 0
EndZ(I) = Radius * Math.Cos(ThetaE)
Next I
Case "Z"
For I As Int32 = 1 To NumCE Step 1
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ThetaS = Direction * (I - 1) * 2 * PI / NumCE
ThetaE = Direction * I * 2 * PI / NumCE
StartX(I) = Radius * Math.Cos(ThetaS)
StartY(I) = Radius * Math.Sin(ThetaS)
StartZ(I) = 0
EndX(I) = Radius * Math.Cos(ThetaE)
EndY(I) = Radius * Math.Sin(ThetaE)
EndZ(I) = 0
Next I
End Select
' Step #2: Add pitch.
Dim PitchS As Double ' Pitch for current elements around the turn.
Dim PitchE As Double
Select Case Plane
Case "X"
For I As Int32 = 1 To NumCE Step 1
PitchS = Pitch * (I - 1) / NumCE
PitchE = Pitch * I / NumCE
StartX(I) = StartX(I) + PitchS
EndX(I) = EndX(I) + PitchE
Next I
Case "Y"
For I As Int32 = 1 To NumCE Step 1
PitchS = Pitch * (I - 1) / NumCE
PitchE = Pitch * I / NumCE
StartY(I) = StartY(I) + PitchS
EndY(I) = EndY(I) + PitchE
Next I
Case "Z"
For I As Int32 = 1 To NumCE Step 1
PitchS = Pitch * (I - 1) / NumCE
PitchE = Pitch * I / NumCE
StartZ(I) = StartZ(I) + PitchS
EndZ(I) = EndZ(I) + PitchE
Next I
End Select
' Step #3: Rotate the turn about the three axes.
Dim CosRotate As Double
Dim SinRotate As Double
Dim Temp As Double
' X-axis rotation.
If (RotateX <> 0) Then
CosRotate = Math.Cos(RotateX * PI / 180)
SinRotate = Math.Sin(RotateX * PI / 180)
For I As Int32 = 1 To NumCE Step 1
Temp = StartY(I)
StartY(I) = (StartY(I) * CosRotate) - (StartZ(I) * SinRotate)
StartZ(I) = (Temp * SinRotate) + (StartZ(I) * CosRotate)
Temp = EndY(I)
EndY(I) = (EndY(I) * CosRotate) - (EndZ(I) * SinRotate)
EndZ(I) = (Temp * SinRotate) + (EndZ(I) * CosRotate)
Next I
End If
' Y-axis rotation.
If (RotateY <> 0) Then
CosRotate = Math.Cos(RotateY * PI / 180)
SinRotate = Math.Sin(RotateY * PI / 180)
For I As Int32 = 1 To NumCE Step 1
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Temp = StartX(I)
StartX(I) = (StartX(I) * CosRotate) + (StartZ(I) * SinRotate)
StartZ(I) = -(Temp * SinRotate) + (StartZ(I) * CosRotate)
Temp = EndX(I)
EndX(I) = (EndX(I) * CosRotate) + (EndZ(I) * SinRotate)
EndZ(I) = -(Temp * SinRotate) + (EndZ(I) * CosRotate)
Next I
End If
' Z-axis rotation.
If (RotateZ <> 0) Then
CosRotate = Math.Cos(RotateZ * PI / 180)
SinRotate = Math.Sin(RotateZ * PI / 180)
For I As Int32 = 1 To NumCE Step 1
Temp = StartX(I)
StartX(I) = (StartX(I) * CosRotate) - (StartY(I) * SinRotate)
StartY(I) = (Temp * SinRotate) + (StartY(I) * CosRotate)
Temp = EndX(I)
EndX(I) = (EndX(I) * CosRotate) - (EndY(I) * SinRotate)
EndY(I) = (Temp * SinRotate) + (EndY(I) * CosRotate)
Next I
End If
' Step #4: Translate the turn so Start(1) is coincident with the tag end.
Dim TransX As Double
Dim TransY As Double
Dim TransZ As Double
TransX = CurEndX - StartX(1)
TransY = CurEndY - StartY(1)
TransZ = CurEndZ - StartZ(1)
For I As Int32 = 1 To NumCE Step 1
StartX(I) = StartX(I) + TransX
StartY(I) = StartY(I) + TransY
StartZ(I) = StartZ(I) + TransZ
EndX(I) = EndX(I) + TransX
EndY(I) = EndY(I) + TransY
EndZ(I) = EndZ(I) + TransZ
Next I
' Step #5: Add the new elements to the polygon.
For I As Int32 = 1 To NumCE Step 1
OPolySX(CurIndex + I) = StartX(I)
OPolySY(CurIndex + I) = StartY(I)
OPolySZ(CurIndex + I) = StartZ(I)
OPolyEX(CurIndex + I) = EndX(I)
OPolyEY(CurIndex + I) = EndY(I)
OPolyEZ(CurIndex + I) = EndZ(I)
Next I
' Step #6: Calculate the co-ordinates of the midpoints.
For I As Int32 = 1 To NumCE Step 1
OPolyMX(CurIndex + I) = 0.5 * (OPolySX(CurIndex + I) + OPolyEX(CurIndex + I))
OPolyMY(CurIndex + I) = 0.5 * (OPolySY(CurIndex + I) + OPolyEY(CurIndex + I))
OPolyMZ(CurIndex + I) = 0.5 * (OPolySZ(CurIndex + I) + OPolyEZ(CurIndex + I))
Next I
' Step #7: Calculate and validate the lengths of the new current elements.
Dim LenSq As Double
For I As Int32 = 1 To NumCE Step 1
LenSq = _
(EndX(I) - StartX(I)) * (EndX(I) - StartX(I)) + _
(EndY(I) - StartY(I)) * (EndY(I) - StartY(I)) + _
(EndZ(I) - StartZ(I)) * (EndZ(I) - StartZ(I))
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If (LenSq > (dSmax * dSmax)) Then
FatalError("AddOneHelicalRoundTurn", _
"Length of CE #" & Trim(Str(I)) & " is " & _
Trim(Str(Math.Sqrt(LenSq))) & ". Too long.")
Exit Sub
End If
If (LenSq < (dSmin * dSmin)) Then
FatalError("AddOneHelicalRoundTurn", _
"Length of CE #" & Trim(Str(I)) & " is " & _
Trim(Str(Math.Sqrt(LenSq))) & ". Too short.")
Exit Sub
End If
Next I
' Step #8: Update the global variables.
CurIndex = CurIndex + NumCE
CurEndX = OPolyEX(CurIndex)
CurEndY = OPolyEY(CurIndex)
CurEndZ = OPolyEZ(CurIndex)
End Sub
'////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
' Sub AddOneHelicalRectangularTurn adds one complete helical rectangular turn to a
' polygon being built. The arguments are as follows:
' Plane = "X", "Y" or "Z" indicates the axis of the principal plane of the turn to
'
be added.
' Direction = +1 or -1 indicates the direction of traversal around axis Plane.
' Length1 is the total length of the side of the rectangle in the direction of the
'
axis which follows axis Plane in the right-hand sequence.
' Length2 is the total length of the side of the rectangle in the direction of the
'
remaining axis in the right-hand sequence.
' Pitch is the distance by which the ends of the turn are separated. Pitch can be a
'
a negative value.
' RotateX is the angular rotation of the turn around the X-axis. RotateY is the
'
angular rotation of the turn around the Y-axis. RotateZ is the angular rotation
'
of the turn around the Z-axis. The rotations are executed in X-Y-Z order, and
'
then the turn is attached to the tag end of the polygon. All angles must be in
'
the range from 0 <= Rotate* < 360.
' NumCE is the number of current elements into which the turn should be divided. The
' subroutine may and will increase the given NumCE so that it is divisible by eight,
' in order to ensure that every corner of the rectangle falls nicely on an endpoint
' which separates two consecutive current elements.
' This subroutine updates the number of current elements and the current location of
' the tag end. This subroutine calls FatalError in the event of errors.
Public Sub AddOneHelicalRectangularTurn( _
ByVal Plane As String, _
ByVal Direction As Int32, _
ByVal Length1 As Double, _
ByVal Length2 As Double, _
ByVal Pitch As Double, _
ByVal RotateX As Double, ByVal RotateY As Double, ByVal RotateZ As Double, _
ByVal NumCE As Int32)
Dim StartX(NumCE + 8) As Double ' Starting endpoints of the new current elements
Dim StartY(NumCE + 8) As Double
Dim StartZ(NumCE + 8) As Double
Dim EndX(NumCE + 8) As Double
' Ending endpoints of the new current elements
Dim EndY(NumCE + 8) As Double
Dim EndZ(NumCE + 8) As Double
Dim NSeg As Int32
' Number of segments added
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' Validity tests.
If ((Plane <> "X") And (Plane <> "Y") And (Plane <> "Z")) Then
FatalError("AddOneHelicalRectangularTurn", "Invalid argument Plane.")
Exit Sub
End If
If ((Direction <> +1) And (Direction <> -1)) Then
FatalError("AddOneHelicalRectangularTurn", "Invalid argument Direction.")
Exit Sub
End If
If (Length1 <= 0) Then
FatalError("AddOneHelicalRectangularTurn", "Invalid argument Length1.")
Exit Sub
End If
If (Length2 <= 0) Then
FatalError("AddOneHelicalRectangularTurn", "Invalid argument Length2.")
Exit Sub
End If
If ((RotateX < 0) Or (RotateX >= 360)) Then
FatalError("AddOneHelicalRectangularTurn", "Argument RotateX out of range.")
Exit Sub
End If
If ((RotateY < 0) Or (RotateY >= 360)) Then
FatalError("AddOneHelicalRectangularTurn", "Argument RotateY out of range.")
Exit Sub
End If
If ((RotateZ < 0) Or (RotateZ >= 360)) Then
FatalError("AddOneHelicalRectangularTurn", "Argument RotateZ out of range.")
Exit Sub
End If
' Step #1: Increase NumCE so that it is divisible by eight.
NumCE = 8 * CInt(Math.Ceiling(NumCE / 8))
If (((NumCE / 8) - Math.Floor(NumCE / 8)) <> 0) Then
FatalError("AddOneHelicalRectangularTurn", "Modulus(NumCE, 8) <> 0.")
Exit Sub
End If
' Step #2: Lay out a flat rectangular turn in the desired plane.
Dim NumPerHalfSide As Int32 = CInt(NumCE / 8)
Dim del1 As Double = Length1 / (2 * NumPerHalfSide)
Dim del2 As Double = Length2 / (2 * NumPerHalfSide)
StartX(1) = 0
StartY(1) = 0
StartZ(1) = 0
NSeg = 0
Select Case Plane
Case "X"
For Iy As Int32 = 1 To NumPerHalfSide Step 1
NSeg = NSeg + 1
EndX(NSeg) = 0
EndY(NSeg) = StartY(NSeg) - (Direction * del1)
EndZ(NSeg) = StartZ(NSeg)
StartX(NSeg + 1) = 0
StartY(NSeg + 1) = EndY(NSeg)
StartZ(NSeg + 1) = EndZ(NSeg)
Next Iy
For Iz As Int32 = 1 To (2 * NumPerHalfSide) Step 1
NSeg = NSeg + 1
EndX(NSeg) = 0
EndY(NSeg) = StartY(NSeg)
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EndZ(NSeg) = StartZ(NSeg) - (Direction * del2)
StartX(NSeg + 1) = 0
StartY(NSeg + 1) = EndY(NSeg)
StartZ(NSeg + 1) = EndZ(NSeg)
Next Iz
For Iy As Int32 = 1 To (2 * NumPerHalfSide) Step 1
NSeg = NSeg + 1
EndX(NSeg) = 0
EndY(NSeg) = StartY(NSeg) + (Direction * del1)
EndZ(NSeg) = StartZ(NSeg)
StartX(NSeg + 1) = 0
StartY(NSeg + 1) = EndY(NSeg)
StartZ(NSeg + 1) = EndZ(NSeg)
Next Iy
For Iz As Int32 = 1 To (2 * NumPerHalfSide) Step 1
NSeg = NSeg + 1
EndX(NSeg) = 0
EndY(NSeg) = StartY(NSeg)
EndZ(NSeg) = StartZ(NSeg) + (Direction * del2)
StartX(NSeg + 1) = 0
StartY(NSeg + 1) = EndY(NSeg)
StartZ(NSeg + 1) = EndZ(NSeg)
Next Iz
For Iy As Int32 = 1 To NumPerHalfSide Step 1
NSeg = NSeg + 1
EndX(NSeg) = 0
EndY(NSeg) = StartY(NSeg) - (Direction * del1)
EndZ(NSeg) = StartZ(NSeg)
StartX(NSeg + 1) = 0
StartY(NSeg + 1) = EndY(NSeg)
StartZ(NSeg + 1) = EndZ(NSeg)
Next Iy
Case "Y"
For Ix As Int32 = 1 To NumPerHalfSide Step 1
NSeg = NSeg + 1
EndX(NSeg) = StartX(NSeg) - (Direction * del2)
EndY(NSeg) = 0
EndZ(NSeg) = StartZ(NSeg)
StartX(NSeg + 1) = EndX(NSeg)
StartY(NSeg + 1) = 0
StartZ(NSeg + 1) = EndZ(NSeg)
Next Ix
For Iz As Int32 = 1 To (2 * NumPerHalfSide) Step 1
NSeg = NSeg + 1
EndX(NSeg) = StartX(NSeg)
EndY(NSeg) = 0
EndZ(NSeg) = StartZ(NSeg) - (Direction * del1)
StartX(NSeg + 1) = EndX(NSeg)
StartY(NSeg + 1) = 0
StartZ(NSeg + 1) = EndZ(NSeg)
Next Iz
For Ix As Int32 = 1 To (2 * NumPerHalfSide) Step 1
NSeg = NSeg + 1
EndX(NSeg) = StartX(NSeg) + (Direction * del2)
EndY(NSeg) = 0
EndZ(NSeg) = StartZ(NSeg)
StartX(NSeg + 1) = EndX(NSeg)
StartY(NSeg + 1) = 0
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StartZ(NSeg + 1) = EndZ(NSeg)
Next Ix
For Iz As Int32 = 1 To (2 * NumPerHalfSide) Step 1
NSeg = NSeg + 1
EndX(NSeg) = StartX(NSeg)
EndY(NSeg) = 0
EndZ(NSeg) = StartZ(NSeg) + (Direction * del1)
StartX(NSeg + 1) = EndX(NSeg)
StartY(NSeg + 1) = 0
StartZ(NSeg + 1) = EndZ(NSeg)
Next Iz
For Ix As Int32 = 1 To NumPerHalfSide Step 1
NSeg = NSeg + 1
EndX(NSeg) = StartX(NSeg) - (Direction * del2)
EndY(NSeg) = 0
EndZ(NSeg) = StartZ(NSeg)
StartX(NSeg + 1) = EndX(NSeg)
StartY(NSeg + 1) = 0
StartZ(NSeg + 1) = EndZ(NSeg)
Next Ix
Case "Z"
For Ix As Int32 = 1 To NumPerHalfSide Step 1
NSeg = NSeg + 1
EndX(NSeg) = StartX(NSeg) - (Direction * del1)
EndY(NSeg) = StartY(NSeg)
EndZ(NSeg) = 0
StartX(NSeg + 1) = EndX(NSeg)
StartY(NSeg + 1) = EndY(NSeg)
StartZ(NSeg + 1) = 0
Next Ix
For Iy As Int32 = 1 To (2 * NumPerHalfSide) Step 1
NSeg = NSeg + 1
EndX(NSeg) = StartX(NSeg)
EndY(NSeg) = StartY(NSeg) - (Direction * del2)
EndZ(NSeg) = 0
StartX(NSeg + 1) = EndX(NSeg)
StartY(NSeg + 1) = EndY(NSeg)
StartZ(NSeg + 1) = 0
Next Iy
For Ix As Int32 = 1 To (2 * NumPerHalfSide) Step 1
NSeg = NSeg + 1
EndX(NSeg) = StartX(NSeg) + (Direction * del1)
EndY(NSeg) = StartY(NSeg)
EndZ(NSeg) = 0
StartX(NSeg + 1) = EndX(NSeg)
StartY(NSeg + 1) = EndY(NSeg)
StartZ(NSeg + 1) = 0
Next Ix
For Iy As Int32 = 1 To (2 * NumPerHalfSide) Step 1
NSeg = NSeg + 1
EndX(NSeg) = StartX(NSeg)
EndY(NSeg) = StartY(NSeg) + (Direction * del2)
EndZ(NSeg) = 0
StartX(NSeg + 1) = EndX(NSeg)
StartY(NSeg + 1) = EndY(NSeg)
StartZ(NSeg + 1) = 0
Next Iy
For Ix As Int32 = 1 To NumPerHalfSide Step 1
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NSeg = NSeg + 1
EndX(NSeg) = StartX(NSeg) - (Direction * del1)
EndY(NSeg) = StartY(NSeg)
EndZ(NSeg) = 0
StartX(NSeg + 1) = EndX(NSeg)
StartY(NSeg + 1) = EndY(NSeg)
StartZ(NSeg + 1) = 0
Next Ix
End Select
' If the procedure is right, then the last segment NSeg will equal NumCE.
If (NSeg <> NumCE) Then
MsgBox("The number of segments is in error." & vbCrLf & _
"The expected number was" & Str(NumCE) & vbCrLf & _
"The number identified is" & Str(NSeg))
Exit Sub
End If
' If the procedure is right, then the loop will be closed.
If ((StartX(1) <> EndX(NumCE)) Or _
(StartY(1) <> EndY(NumCE)) Or _
(StartZ(1) <> EndZ(NumCE))) Then
MsgBox("A rectangular turn is not closed.")
Exit Sub
End If
' Step #3: Add pitch.
Dim PitchS As Double ' Pitch for current elements around the turn.
Dim PitchE As Double
Select Case Plane
Case "X"
For I As Int32 = 1 To NumCE Step 1
PitchS = Pitch * (I - 1) / NumCE
PitchE = Pitch * I / NumCE
StartX(I) = StartX(I) + PitchS
EndX(I) = EndX(I) + PitchE
Next I
Case "Y"
For I As Int32 = 1 To NumCE Step 1
PitchS = Pitch * (I - 1) / NumCE
PitchE = Pitch * I / NumCE
StartY(I) = StartY(I) + PitchS
EndY(I) = EndY(I) + PitchE
Next I
Case "Z"
For I As Int32 = 1 To NumCE Step 1
PitchS = Pitch * (I - 1) / NumCE
PitchE = Pitch * I / NumCE
StartZ(I) = StartZ(I) + PitchS
EndZ(I) = EndZ(I) + PitchE
Next I
End Select
' Step #4: Rotate the turn about the three axes.
Dim CosRotate As Double
Dim SinRotate As Double
Dim Temp As Double
' X-axis rotation.
If (RotateX <> 0) Then
CosRotate = Math.Cos(RotateX * PI / 180)
SinRotate = Math.Sin(RotateX * PI / 180)
For I As Int32 = 1 To NumCE Step 1
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Temp = StartY(I)
StartY(I) = (StartY(I) * CosRotate) - (StartZ(I) * SinRotate)
StartZ(I) = (Temp * SinRotate) + (StartZ(I) * CosRotate)
Temp = EndY(I)
EndY(I) = (EndY(I) * CosRotate) - (EndZ(I) * SinRotate)
EndZ(I) = (Temp * SinRotate) + (EndZ(I) * CosRotate)
Next I
End If
' Y-axis rotation.
If (RotateY <> 0) Then
CosRotate = Math.Cos(RotateY * PI / 180)
SinRotate = Math.Sin(RotateY * PI / 180)
For I As Int32 = 1 To NumCE Step 1
Temp = StartX(I)
StartX(I) = (StartX(I) * CosRotate) + (StartZ(I) * SinRotate)
StartZ(I) = -(Temp * SinRotate) + (StartZ(I) * CosRotate)
Temp = EndX(I)
EndX(I) = (EndX(I) * CosRotate) + (EndZ(I) * SinRotate)
EndZ(I) = -(Temp * SinRotate) + (EndZ(I) * CosRotate)
Next I
End If
' Z-axis rotation.
If (RotateZ <> 0) Then
CosRotate = Math.Cos(RotateZ * PI / 180)
SinRotate = Math.Sin(RotateZ * PI / 180)
For I As Int32 = 1 To NumCE Step 1
Temp = StartX(I)
StartX(I) = (StartX(I) * CosRotate) - (StartY(I) * SinRotate)
StartY(I) = (Temp * SinRotate) + (StartY(I) * CosRotate)
Temp = EndX(I)
EndX(I) = (EndX(I) * CosRotate) - (EndY(I) * SinRotate)
EndY(I) = (Temp * SinRotate) + (EndY(I) * CosRotate)
Next I
End If
' Step #5: Translate the turn so Start(1) is coincident with the tag end.
Dim TransX As Double
Dim TransY As Double
Dim TransZ As Double
TransX = CurEndX - StartX(1)
TransY = CurEndY - StartY(1)
TransZ = CurEndZ - StartZ(1)
For I As Int32 = 1 To NumCE Step 1
StartX(I) = StartX(I) + TransX
StartY(I) = StartY(I) + TransY
StartZ(I) = StartZ(I) + TransZ
EndX(I) = EndX(I) + TransX
EndY(I) = EndY(I) + TransY
EndZ(I) = EndZ(I) + TransZ
Next I
' Step #6: Add the new elements to the polygon.
For I As Int32 = 1 To NumCE Step 1
OPolySX(CurIndex + I) = StartX(I)
OPolySY(CurIndex + I) = StartY(I)
OPolySZ(CurIndex + I) = StartZ(I)
OPolyEX(CurIndex + I) = EndX(I)
OPolyEY(CurIndex + I) = EndY(I)
OPolyEZ(CurIndex + I) = EndZ(I)
Next I
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' Step #7: Calculate the co-ordinates of the midpoints.
For I As Int32 = 1 To NumCE Step 1
OPolyMX(CurIndex + I) = 0.5 * (OPolySX(CurIndex + I) + OPolyEX(CurIndex + I))
OPolyMY(CurIndex + I) = 0.5 * (OPolySY(CurIndex + I) + OPolyEY(CurIndex + I))
OPolyMZ(CurIndex + I) = 0.5 * (OPolySZ(CurIndex + I) + OPolyEZ(CurIndex + I))
Next I
' Step #8: Calculate and validate the lengths of the new current elements.
Dim LenSq As Double
For I As Int32 = 1 To NumCE Step 1
LenSq = _
(EndX(I) - StartX(I)) * (EndX(I) - StartX(I)) + _
(EndY(I) - StartY(I)) * (EndY(I) - StartY(I)) + _
(EndZ(I) - StartZ(I)) * (EndZ(I) - StartZ(I))
If (LenSq > (dSmax * dSmax)) Then
FatalError("AddOneHelicalRectangularTurn", _
"Length of CE #" & Trim(Str(I)) & " is " & _
Trim(Str(Math.Sqrt(LenSq))) & ". Too long.")
Exit Sub
End If
If (LenSq < (dSmin * dSmin)) Then
FatalError("AddOneHelicalRectangularTurn", _
"Length of CE #" & Trim(Str(I)) & " is " & _
Trim(Str(Math.Sqrt(LenSq))) & ". Too short.")
Exit Sub
End If
Next I
' Step #9: Update the global variables.
CurIndex = CurIndex + NumCE
CurEndX = OPolyEX(CurIndex)
CurEndY = OPolyEY(CurIndex)
CurEndZ = OPolyEZ(CurIndex)
End Sub
'////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
' Sub AddOneFlatSpiralRoundTurn adds one complete round flat spiral turn to a polygon
' being built. The arguments are as follows:
' Plane = "X", "Y" or "Z" indicates the axis of the principal plane of the turn to
'
be added.
' Direction = +1 or -1 indicates the direction of traversal around axis Plane.
' StartingRadius is the starting radius of the turn.
' EndingRadius is the ending radius of the turn. The EndingRadius can be bigger or
'
smaller than the StartRadius.
' RotateX is the angular rotation of the turn around the X-axis. RotateY is the
'
angular rotation of the turn around the Y-axis. RotateZ is the angular rotation
'
of the turn around the Z-axis. The rotations are executed in X-Y-Z order, and
'
then the turn is attached to the tag end of the polygon. All angles must be in
'
the range from 0 <= Rotate* < 360.
' NumCE is the number of current elements into which the turn should be divided.
' This subroutine updates the number of current elements and the current location of
' the tag end. This subroutine calls FatalError in the event of errors.
Public Sub AddOneFlatSpiralRoundTurn( _
ByVal Plane As String, _
ByVal Direction As Int32, _
ByVal StartingRadius As Double, _
ByVal EndingRadius As Double, _
ByVal RotateX As Double, ByVal RotateY As Double, ByVal RotateZ As Double, _
ByVal NumCE As Int32)
Dim StartX(NumCE) As Double ' Starting endpoints of the new current elements
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Dim StartY(NumCE) As Double
Dim StartZ(NumCE) As Double
Dim EndX(NumCE) As Double
' Ending endpoints of the new current elements
Dim EndY(NumCE) As Double
Dim EndZ(NumCE) As Double
' Validity tests.
If ((Plane <> "X") And (Plane <> "Y") And (Plane <> "Z")) Then
FatalError("AddOneFlatSpiralRoundTurn", "Invalid argument Plane.")
Exit Sub
End If
If ((Direction <> +1) And (Direction <> -1)) Then
FatalError("AddOneFlatSpiralRoundTurn", "Invalid argument Direction.")
Exit Sub
End If
If (StartingRadius <= 0) Then
FatalError("AddOneFlatSpiralRoundTurn", "Invalid argument StartingRadius.")
Exit Sub
End If
If (EndingRadius <= 0) Then
FatalError("AddOneFlatSpiralRoundTurn", "Invalid argument EndingRadius.")
Exit Sub
End If
If ((RotateX < 0) Or (RotateX >= 360)) Then
FatalError("AddOneFlatSpiralRoundTurn", "Argument RotateX out of range.")
Exit Sub
End If
If ((RotateY < 0) Or (RotateY >= 360)) Then
FatalError("AddOneFlatSpiralRoundTurn", "Argument RotateY out of range.")
Exit Sub
End If
If ((RotateZ < 0) Or (RotateZ >= 360)) Then
FatalError("AddOneFlatSpiralRoundTurn", "Argument RotateZ out of range.")
Exit Sub
End If
' Step #1: Lay out a flat circular turn in the desired plane.
Dim ThetaS As Double ' Angles around circumference, in radians
Dim ThetaE As Double
Dim Radius As Double ' Temporary radii of the current elements
Dim delRadius As Double = (EndingRadius - StartingRadius) / NumCE
Select Case Plane
Case "X"
Radius = StartingRadius
For I As Int32 = 1 To NumCE Step 1
ThetaS = Direction * (I - 1) * 2 * PI / NumCE
ThetaE = Direction * I * 2 * PI / NumCE
StartX(I) = 0
StartY(I) = Radius * Math.Cos(ThetaS)
StartZ(I) = Radius * Math.Sin(ThetaS)
Radius = Radius + delRadius
EndX(I) = 0
EndY(I) = Radius * Math.Cos(ThetaE)
EndZ(I) = Radius * Math.Sin(ThetaE)
Next I
Case "Y"
For I As Int32 = 1 To NumCE Step 1
ThetaS = Direction * (I - 1) * 2 * PI / NumCE
ThetaE = Direction * I * 2 * PI / NumCE
StartX(I) = Radius * Math.Sin(ThetaS)
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StartY(I) = 0
StartZ(I) = Radius * Math.Cos(ThetaS)
Radius = Radius + delRadius
EndX(I) = Radius * Math.Sin(ThetaE)
EndY(I) = 0
EndZ(I) = Radius * Math.Cos(ThetaE)
Next I
Case "Z"
For I As Int32 = 1 To NumCE Step 1
ThetaS = Direction * (I - 1) * 2 * PI / NumCE
ThetaE = Direction * I * 2 * PI / NumCE
StartX(I) = Radius * Math.Cos(ThetaS)
StartY(I) = Radius * Math.Sin(ThetaS)
StartZ(I) = 0
Radius = Radius + delRadius
EndX(I) = Radius * Math.Cos(ThetaE)
EndY(I) = Radius * Math.Sin(ThetaE)
EndZ(I) = 0
Next I
End Select
' Step #2: Rotate the turn about the three axes.
Dim CosRotate As Double
Dim SinRotate As Double
Dim Temp As Double
' X-axis rotation.
If (RotateX <> 0) Then
CosRotate = Math.Cos(RotateX * PI / 180)
SinRotate = Math.Sin(RotateX * PI / 180)
For I As Int32 = 1 To NumCE Step 1
Temp = StartY(I)
StartY(I) = (StartY(I) * CosRotate) - (StartZ(I) * SinRotate)
StartZ(I) = (Temp * SinRotate) + (StartZ(I) * CosRotate)
Temp = EndY(I)
EndY(I) = (EndY(I) * CosRotate) - (EndZ(I) * SinRotate)
EndZ(I) = (Temp * SinRotate) + (EndZ(I) * CosRotate)
Next I
End If
' Y-axis rotation.
If (RotateY <> 0) Then
CosRotate = Math.Cos(RotateY * PI / 180)
SinRotate = Math.Sin(RotateY * PI / 180)
For I As Int32 = 1 To NumCE Step 1
Temp = StartX(I)
StartX(I) = (StartX(I) * CosRotate) + (StartZ(I) * SinRotate)
StartZ(I) = -(Temp * SinRotate) + (StartZ(I) * CosRotate)
Temp = EndX(I)
EndX(I) = (EndX(I) * CosRotate) + (EndZ(I) * SinRotate)
EndZ(I) = -(Temp * SinRotate) + (EndZ(I) * CosRotate)
Next I
End If
' Z-axis rotation.
If (RotateZ <> 0) Then
CosRotate = Math.Cos(RotateZ * PI / 180)
SinRotate = Math.Sin(RotateZ * PI / 180)
For I As Int32 = 1 To NumCE Step 1
Temp = StartX(I)
StartX(I) = (StartX(I) * CosRotate) - (StartY(I) * SinRotate)
StartY(I) = (Temp * SinRotate) + (StartY(I) * CosRotate)
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Temp = EndX(I)
EndX(I) = (EndX(I) * CosRotate) - (EndY(I) * SinRotate)
EndY(I) = (Temp * SinRotate) + (EndY(I) * CosRotate)
Next I
End If
' Step #3: Translate the turn so Start(1) is coincident with the tag end.
Dim TransX As Double
Dim TransY As Double
Dim TransZ As Double
TransX = CurEndX - StartX(1)
TransY = CurEndY - StartY(1)
TransZ = CurEndZ - StartZ(1)
For I As Int32 = 1 To NumCE Step 1
StartX(I) = StartX(I) + TransX
StartY(I) = StartY(I) + TransY
StartZ(I) = StartZ(I) + TransZ
EndX(I) = EndX(I) + TransX
EndY(I) = EndY(I) + TransY
EndZ(I) = EndZ(I) + TransZ
Next I
' Step #4: Add the new elements to the polygon.
For I As Int32 = 1 To NumCE Step 1
OPolySX(CurIndex + I) = StartX(I)
OPolySY(CurIndex + I) = StartY(I)
OPolySZ(CurIndex + I) = StartZ(I)
OPolyEX(CurIndex + I) = EndX(I)
OPolyEY(CurIndex + I) = EndY(I)
OPolyEZ(CurIndex + I) = EndZ(I)
Next I
' Step #5: Calculate the co-ordinates of the midpoints.
For I As Int32 = 1 To NumCE Step 1
OPolyMX(CurIndex + I) = 0.5 * (OPolySX(CurIndex + I) + OPolyEX(CurIndex + I))
OPolyMY(CurIndex + I) = 0.5 * (OPolySY(CurIndex + I) + OPolyEY(CurIndex + I))
OPolyMZ(CurIndex + I) = 0.5 * (OPolySZ(CurIndex + I) + OPolyEZ(CurIndex + I))
Next I
' Step #6: Calculate and validate the lengths of the new current elements.
Dim LenSq As Double
For I As Int32 = 1 To NumCE Step 1
LenSq = _
(EndX(I) - StartX(I)) * (EndX(I) - StartX(I)) + _
(EndY(I) - StartY(I)) * (EndY(I) - StartY(I)) + _
(EndZ(I) - StartZ(I)) * (EndZ(I) - StartZ(I))
If (LenSq > (dSmax * dSmax)) Then
FatalError("AddOneFlatSpiralRoundTurn", _
"Length of CE #" & Trim(Str(I)) & " is " & _
Trim(Str(Math.Sqrt(LenSq))) & ". Too long.")
Exit Sub
End If
If (LenSq < (dSmin * dSmin)) Then
FatalError("AddOneFlatSpiralRoundTurn", _
"Length of CE #" & Trim(Str(I)) & " is " & _
Trim(Str(Math.Sqrt(LenSq))) & ". Too short.")
Exit Sub
End If
Next I
' Step #7: Update the global variables.
CurIndex = CurIndex + NumCE
CurEndX = OPolyEX(CurIndex)
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CurEndY = OPolyEY(CurIndex)
CurEndZ = OPolyEZ(CurIndex)
End Sub
'////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
' Sub AddOneLineSegment adds one line segment to a polygon being built. The
' arguments are as follows:
' LenX, LenY and LenZ define the length of the line segment in the three dimensions.
' The line segment with these three components of length is added to the current tag
' end of the polygon.
' NumCE is the number of current elements into which the segment should be divided.
' This subroutine updates the number of current elements and the current location of
' the tag end. This subroutine calls FatalError in the event of errors.
Public Sub AddOneLineSegment( _
ByVal LenX As Double, ByVal LenY As Double, ByVal LenZ As Double, _
ByVal NumCE As Int32)
Dim StartX(NumCE + 1) As Double ' Starting endpoints of the new current elements
Dim StartY(NumCE + 1) As Double
Dim StartZ(NumCE + 1) As Double
Dim EndX(NumCE + 1) As Double
' Ending endpoints of the new current elements
Dim EndY(NumCE + 1) As Double
Dim EndZ(NumCE + 1) As Double
' Validity tests.
If ((LenX * LenX) + (LenY * LenY) + (LenZ * LenZ) = 0) Then
FatalError("AddOneLineSegment", "Total length is zero.")
Exit Sub
End If
' Step #1: Lay out the new current elements.
Dim delX As Double = LenX / NumCE
Dim delY As Double = LenY / NumCE
Dim delZ As Double = LenZ / NumCE
StartX(1) = 0
StartY(1) = 0
StartZ(1) = 0
For I As Int32 = 1 To NumCE Step 1
EndX(I) = StartX(I) + delX
EndY(I) = StartY(I) + delY
EndZ(I) = StartZ(I) + delZ
StartX(I + 1) = EndX(I)
StartY(I + 1) = EndY(I)
StartZ(I + 1) = EndZ(I)
Next I
' Step #2: Translate the new elements so Start(1) is coincident with the tag end.
Dim TransX As Double
Dim TransY As Double
Dim TransZ As Double
TransX = CurEndX - StartX(1)
TransY = CurEndY - StartY(1)
TransZ = CurEndZ - StartZ(1)
For I As Int32 = 1 To NumCE Step 1
StartX(I) = StartX(I) + TransX
StartY(I) = StartY(I) + TransY
StartZ(I) = StartZ(I) + TransZ
EndX(I) = EndX(I) + TransX
EndY(I) = EndY(I) + TransY
EndZ(I) = EndZ(I) + TransZ
Next I
' Step #3: Add the new elements to the polygon.
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For I As Int32 = 1 To NumCE Step 1
OPolySX(CurIndex + I) = StartX(I)
OPolySY(CurIndex + I) = StartY(I)
OPolySZ(CurIndex + I) = StartZ(I)
OPolyEX(CurIndex + I) = EndX(I)
OPolyEY(CurIndex + I) = EndY(I)
OPolyEZ(CurIndex + I) = EndZ(I)
Next I
' Step #4: Calculate the co-ordinates of the midpoints.
For I As Int32 = 1 To NumCE Step 1
OPolyMX(CurIndex + I) = 0.5 * (OPolySX(CurIndex + I) + OPolyEX(CurIndex + I))
OPolyMY(CurIndex + I) = 0.5 * (OPolySY(CurIndex + I) + OPolyEY(CurIndex + I))
OPolyMZ(CurIndex + I) = 0.5 * (OPolySZ(CurIndex + I) + OPolyEZ(CurIndex + I))
Next I
' Step #5: Calculate and validate the lengths of the new current elements.
Dim LenSq As Double
For I As Int32 = 1 To NumCE Step 1
LenSq = _
(EndX(I) - StartX(I)) * (EndX(I) - StartX(I)) + _
(EndY(I) - StartY(I)) * (EndY(I) - StartY(I)) + _
(EndZ(I) - StartZ(I)) * (EndZ(I) - StartZ(I))
If (LenSq > (dSmax * dSmax)) Then
FatalError("AddOneLineSegment", _
"Length of CE #" & Trim(Str(I)) & " is " & _
Trim(Str(Math.Sqrt(LenSq))) & ". Too long.")
Exit Sub
End If
If (LenSq < (dSmin * dSmin)) Then
FatalError("AddOneLineSegment", _
"Length of CE #" & Trim(Str(I)) & " is " & _
Trim(Str(Math.Sqrt(LenSq))) & ". Too short.")
Exit Sub
End If
Next I
' Step #6: Update the global variables.
CurIndex = CurIndex + NumCE
CurEndX = OPolyEX(CurIndex)
CurEndY = OPolyEY(CurIndex)
CurEndZ = OPolyEZ(CurIndex)
End Sub
End Module

Module Marry
Option Strict On
Option Explicit On
Public Module Marry
' Local variables
Private Xcentroid As Double ' Centroid of the midpoints of the filamentary polygon
Private Ycentroid As Double
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Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private

Zcentroid As Double
OXmax As Double
' Extreme values of X in the original frame
OXmin As Double
OYmax As Double
' Extreme values of Y in the original frame
OYmin As Double
OZmax As Double
' Extreme values of Z in the original frame
OZmin As Double

'////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
' Sub Marry translates the filamentary polygon into a location as close as possible
' to the center of the grid.
'
' In Step #1, the program calculates the midpoints of all the current elements.
'
' In Step #2, the program calculates the centroid of the midpoints.
'
' In Step #3, the program translates all current elements so that the centrod
' lies at the origin.
'
Public Sub Marry()
'
' Step #1: Calculate the midpoints of all current elements.
For I As Int32 = 1 To N Step 1
OPolyMX(I) = 0.5 * (OPolySX(I) + OPolyEX(I))
OPolyMY(I) = 0.5 * (OPolySY(I) + OPolyEY(I))
OPolyMZ(I) = 0.5 * (OPolySZ(I) + OPolyEZ(I))
Next I
'
' Step #2: Calculate the centroid of the polygon.
OXmax = -1.0E+25
OXmin = +1.0E+25
OYmax = -1.0E+25
OYmin = +1.0E+25
OZmax = -1.0E+25
OZmin = +1.0E+25
For I As Int32 = 1 To N Step 1
If (OPolyMX(I) > OXmax) Then
OXmax = OPolyMX(I)
End If
If (OPolyMX(I) < OXmin) Then
OXmin = OPolyMX(I)
End If
If (OPolyMY(I) > OYmax) Then
OYmax = OPolyMY(I)
End If
If (OPolyMY(I) < OYmin) Then
OYmin = OPolyMY(I)
End If
If (OPolyMZ(I) > OZmax) Then
OZmax = OPolyMZ(I)
End If
If (OPolyMZ(I) < OZmin) Then
OZmin = OPolyMZ(I)
End If
Next I
Xcentroid = 0.5 * (OXmax + OXmin)
Ycentroid = 0.5 * (OYmax + OYmin)
Zcentroid = 0.5 * (OZmax + OZmin)
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'
' Step #3: Translate the polygon to put the centroid at the origin.
For I As Int32 = 1 To N Step 1
GPolySX(I) = OPolySX(I) - Xcentroid
GPolySY(I) = OPolySY(I) - Ycentroid
GPolySZ(I) = OPolySZ(I) - Zcentroid
GPolyEX(I) = OPolyEX(I) - Xcentroid
GPolyEY(I) = OPolyEY(I) - Ycentroid
GPolyEZ(I) = OPolyEZ(I) - Zcentroid
GPolyMX(I) = OPolyMX(I) - Xcentroid
GPolyMY(I) = OPolyMY(I) - Ycentroid
GPolyMZ(I) = OPolyMZ(I) - Zcentroid
Next I
End Sub
End Module

Module Grid
Option Strict On
Option Explicit On
Public Module Grid
'////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
'////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
' Number of layers to use
Public MaxIndex As Int32 = 4 ' Number of layers in the universe
' Ratio
Private
Private
Private

of size the Layer1 parallelepiped to filamentary polygon
ScaleX As Int32 = 2
ScaleY As Int32 = 2
ScaleZ As Int32 = 2

' Sub-divsions for
Public N1 As Int32
Public N2 As Int32
Public N3 As Int32
Public N4 As Int32
Public N5 As Int32
Public N6 As Int32

the various layers
= 250 ' Sub-division
= 50 ' Sub-division
= 12 ' Sub-division
= 4
' Sub-division
= 0
' Sub-division
= 0
' Sub-division

of
of
of
of
of
of

Layer1
Layer2
Layer3
Layer4
Layer5
Layer6

parallelepipeds
parallelepipeds
parallelepipeds
parallelepipeds
parallelepipeds
parallelepipeds

' Note: An unhandled exception named "TypeInitializationError" will occur if the
'
grid requires more memory than available on your computer. Reduce the
'
number of sub-parallelepipeds.
'
'////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
'////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
' Number of Layer parallelepipeds in each layer
Private NLayer1 As Int32 = 1
Private NLayer2 As Int32 = CInt(((2 * 2) - 1) ^ 3) - _
NLayer1
Private NLayer3 As Int32 = CInt(((3 * 2) - 1) ^ 3) - _
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(NLayer1 + NLayer2)
Private NLayer4 As Int32
(NLayer1 + NLayer2 +
Private NLayer5 As Int32
(NLayer1 + NLayer2 +
Private NLayer6 As Int32
(NLayer1 + NLayer2 +

= CInt(((4 * 2) - 1) ^ 3) - _
NLayer3)
= CInt(((5 * 2) - 1) ^ 3) - _
NLayer3 + NLayer4)
= CInt(((6 * 2) - 1) ^ 3) - _
NLayer3 + NLayer4 + NLayer5)

' Number of Core parallelepipeds in
Private NCore1 As Int32 = N1 * N1 *
Private NCore2 As Int32 = N2 * N2 *
Private NCore3 As Int32 = N3 * N3 *
Private NCore4 As Int32 = N4 * N4 *
Private NCore5 As Int32 = N5 * N5 *
Private NCore6 As Int32 = N6 * N6 *
' Total number of Core
Public NG As Int32 = _
(NLayer1 * NCore1)
(NLayer2 * NCore2)
(NLayer3 * NCore3)
(NLayer4 * NCore4)
(NLayer5 * NCore5)
(NLayer6 * NCore6)

each layer parallelepiped
N1
N2
N3
N4
N5
N6

parallelepipeds in the grid
+
+
+
+
+

_
_
_
_
_

' Relative volumes of the Core parallelepipeds in GridX(), GridY() and GridZ().
' The number stored are any index is the ratio of the corresponding parallelepiped's
' volume to the volume of the Core1 parallelepipeds. The volumes of each
' parallelepiped are stored separately because the order of the parallelepipeds in
' the grid is allowed to be random.
Public GridVol(NG) As Double
' Number of elements on each side of the logical universe
Private NCubesPerSide As Int32 = (2 * MaxIndex) - 1
' Total number of cubes in the logical universe
Private NTotalLogicalCubes As Int32 = CInt(NCubesPerSide ^ 3)
' Co-ordinates of the centroids of the parallelepipeds which correspond to the cubes
' in the logical universe
Private CubeX(NTotalLogicalCubes) As Double
Private CubeY(NTotalLogicalCubes) As Double
Private CubeZ(NTotalLogicalCubes) As Double
' Temporary co-ordinates
Private NTemp As Int32 '
Private TempCo_ordX(N1 *
Private TempCo_ordY(N1 *
Private TempCo_ordZ(N1 *

of a Core parallelepiped (dimensioned to finest scale, N1)
Number of temporary co-ordinates
N1 * N1) As Double
N1 * N1) As Double
N1 * N1) As Double

' Running total of number of temporary co-ordinates as the grid is built
Private NTempCum As Int32
' Physical sizes
Private PolygonSizeX As Double ' x,y,z dimensions of filamentary polygon
Private PolygonSizeY As Double
Private PolygonSizeZ As Double
Public Layer1X As Double
' x,y,z dimensions of the Layer1 parallelepiped
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Public Layer1Y As Double
Public Layer1Z As Double
'////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
' Sub BuildGrid is the routine which builds the grid. The user should not have to
' change the code in this subroutine.
'
Public Sub BuildGrid()
Dim Kcube As Int32
' Counter through all of the logical cubes
'
' Step #1: Calculate the dimensions of the filamentary polygon, assuming that it
' has been centered on the origin.
PolygonSizeX = -1.0E+25
PolygonSizeY = -1.0E+25
PolygonSizeZ = -1.0E+25
For I As Int32 = 1 To N Step 1
If (GPolyMX(I) > PolygonSizeX) Then
PolygonSizeX = GPolyMX(I)
End If
If (GPolyMY(I) > PolygonSizeY) Then
PolygonSizeY = GPolyMY(I)
End If
If (GPolyMZ(I) > PolygonSizeZ) Then
PolygonSizeZ = GPolyMZ(I)
End If
Next I
PolygonSizeX = 2 * PolygonSizeX
PolygonSizeY = 2 * PolygonSizeY
PolygonSizeZ = 2 * PolygonSizeZ
'
' Step #2: Calculate the dimensions of the Layer1 parallelepiped. If any
' dimension is zero, which will occur if the polygon is flat, then that dimension
' of the Layer1 parallelepiped is set equal to the average of the other two
' sides.
'
Layer1X = ScaleX * PolygonSizeX
Layer1Y = ScaleY * PolygonSizeY
Layer1Z = ScaleZ * PolygonSizeZ
If (Layer1X = 0) Then
Layer1X = 0.5 * (Layer1Y + Layer1Z)
End If
If (Layer1Y = 0) Then
Layer1Y = 0.5 * (Layer1X + Layer1Z)
End If
If (Layer1Z = 0) Then
Layer1Z = 0.5 * (Layer1X + Layer1Y)
End If
'
' Step #3: Calculate the volume of the Core1 parallelepipeds.
delVol = (Layer1X / N1) * (Layer1Y / N1) * (Layer1Z / N1)
'
' Step #4: Calculate the co-ordinates of the centroids of each of the
' parallelepipeds which correspond to the cubes in the logical universe.
Dim Nextent As Int32 = CInt((NCubesPerSide - 1) / 2)
Kcube = 0
For Ix As Int32 = -Nextent To +Nextent Step 1
For Iy As Int32 = -Nextent To +Nextent Step 1
For Iz As Int32 = -Nextent To +Nextent Step 1
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Kcube = Kcube + 1
CubeX(Kcube) = Ix * Layer1X
CubeY(Kcube) = Iy * Layer1Y
CubeZ(Kcube) = Iz * Layer1Z
Next Iz
Next Iy
Next Ix
If (Kcube <> NTotalLogicalCubes) Then
MsgBox("The number of logical cubes is in error." & vbCrLf & _
"The expected number was" & Str(NTotalLogicalCubes) & vbCrLf & _
"The number identified is" & Str(Kcube))
Exit Sub
End If
'
' Step #5: Process the Layer1 parallelepipeds (there is only one, at the origin).
NTempCum = 0
BuildTemporaryParallelepiped( _
Layer1X, Layer1Y, Layer1Z, _
N1, _
NTemp, TempCo_ordX, TempCo_ordY, TempCo_ordZ)
CopyTemporaryParallelepiped( _
NTemp, TempCo_ordX, TempCo_ordY, TempCo_ordZ,
1, _
0, 0, 0, NTempCum)
'
' Step #6: Process the Layer2 parallelepipeds, if any.
If (N2 > 0) Then
BuildTemporaryParallelepiped( _
Layer1X, Layer1Y, Layer1Z, _
N2, _
NTemp, TempCo_ordX, TempCo_ordY, TempCo_ordZ)
Kcube = 0
For Ix As Int32 = -Nextent To +Nextent Step 1
For Iy As Int32 = -Nextent To +Nextent Step 1
For Iz As Int32 = -Nextent To +Nextent Step 1
' Loop through all of the logical cubes.
Kcube = Kcube + 1
' Find the maximum absolute value of all three counters.
Dim MaxCounter As Int32 = -1000
If (Math.Abs(Ix) > MaxCounter) Then
MaxCounter = Math.Abs(Ix)
End If
If (Math.Abs(Iy) > MaxCounter) Then
MaxCounter = Math.Abs(Iy)
End If
If (Math.Abs(Iz) > MaxCounter) Then
MaxCounter = Math.Abs(Iz)
End If
' A logical cube is in Layer 2 if the maximum counter equals 1.
If (MaxCounter = 1) Then
CopyTemporaryParallelepiped( _
NTemp, TempCo_ordX, TempCo_ordY, TempCo_ordZ, _
(N1 / N2) ^ 3, _
CubeX(Kcube), CubeY(Kcube), CubeZ(Kcube), NTempCum)
End If
Next Iz
Next Iy
Next Ix
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End If
'
' Step #7: Process the Layer3 parallelepipeds, if any.
If (N3 > 0) Then
BuildTemporaryParallelepiped( _
Layer1X, Layer1Y, Layer1Z, _
N3, _
NTemp, TempCo_ordX, TempCo_ordY, TempCo_ordZ)
Kcube = 0
For Ix As Int32 = -Nextent To +Nextent Step 1
For Iy As Int32 = -Nextent To +Nextent Step 1
For Iz As Int32 = -Nextent To +Nextent Step 1
' Loop through all of the logical cubes.
Kcube = Kcube + 1
' Find the maximum absolute value of all three counters.
Dim MaxCounter As Int32 = -1000
If (Math.Abs(Ix) > MaxCounter) Then
MaxCounter = Math.Abs(Ix)
End If
If (Math.Abs(Iy) > MaxCounter) Then
MaxCounter = Math.Abs(Iy)
End If
If (Math.Abs(Iz) > MaxCounter) Then
MaxCounter = Math.Abs(Iz)
End If
' A logical cube is in Layer 3 if the maximum counter equals 2.
If (MaxCounter = 2) Then
CopyTemporaryParallelepiped( _
NTemp, TempCo_ordX, TempCo_ordY, TempCo_ordZ, _
(N1 / N3) ^ 3, _
CubeX(Kcube), CubeY(Kcube), CubeZ(Kcube), NTempCum)
End If
Next Iz
Next Iy
Next Ix
End If
'
' Step #8: Process the Layer4 parallelepipeds, if any.
If (N4 > 0) Then
BuildTemporaryParallelepiped( _
Layer1X, Layer1Y, Layer1Z, _
N4, _
NTemp, TempCo_ordX, TempCo_ordY, TempCo_ordZ)
Kcube = 0
For Ix As Int32 = -Nextent To +Nextent Step 1
For Iy As Int32 = -Nextent To +Nextent Step 1
For Iz As Int32 = -Nextent To +Nextent Step 1
' Loop through all of the logical cubes.
Kcube = Kcube + 1
' Find the maximum absolute value of all three counters.
Dim MaxCounter As Int32 = -1000
If (Math.Abs(Ix) > MaxCounter) Then
MaxCounter = Math.Abs(Ix)
End If
If (Math.Abs(Iy) > MaxCounter) Then
MaxCounter = Math.Abs(Iy)
End If
If (Math.Abs(Iz) > MaxCounter) Then
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MaxCounter = Math.Abs(Iz)
End If
' A logical cube is in Layer 4 if the maximum counter equals 3.
If (MaxCounter = 3) Then
CopyTemporaryParallelepiped( _
NTemp, TempCo_ordX, TempCo_ordY, TempCo_ordZ, _
(N1 / N4) ^ 3, _
CubeX(Kcube), CubeY(Kcube), CubeZ(Kcube), NTempCum)
End If
Next Iz
Next Iy
Next Ix
End If
'
' Step #9: Process the Layer5 parallelepipeds, if any.
If (N5 > 0) Then
BuildTemporaryParallelepiped( _
Layer1X, Layer1Y, Layer1Z, _
N5, _
NTemp, TempCo_ordX, TempCo_ordY, TempCo_ordZ)
Kcube = 0
For Ix As Int32 = -Nextent To +Nextent Step 1
For Iy As Int32 = -Nextent To +Nextent Step 1
For Iz As Int32 = -Nextent To +Nextent Step 1
' Loop through all of the logical cubes.
Kcube = Kcube + 1
' Find the maximum absolute value of all three counters.
Dim MaxCounter As Int32 = -1000
If (Math.Abs(Ix) > MaxCounter) Then
MaxCounter = Math.Abs(Ix)
End If
If (Math.Abs(Iy) > MaxCounter) Then
MaxCounter = Math.Abs(Iy)
End If
If (Math.Abs(Iz) > MaxCounter) Then
MaxCounter = Math.Abs(Iz)
End If
' A logical cube is in Layer 5 if the maximum counter equals 4.
If (MaxCounter = 4) Then
CopyTemporaryParallelepiped( _
NTemp, TempCo_ordX, TempCo_ordY, TempCo_ordZ, _
(N1 / N5) ^ 3, _
CubeX(Kcube), CubeY(Kcube), CubeZ(Kcube), NTempCum)
End If
Next Iz
Next Iy
Next Ix
End If
'
' Step #10: Process the Layer6 parallelepipeds, if any.
If (N6 > 0) Then
BuildTemporaryParallelepiped( _
Layer1X, Layer1Y, Layer1Z, _
N6, _
NTemp, TempCo_ordX, TempCo_ordY, TempCo_ordZ)
Kcube = 0
For Ix As Int32 = -Nextent To +Nextent Step 1
For Iy As Int32 = -Nextent To +Nextent Step 1
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For Iz As Int32 = -Nextent To +Nextent Step 1
' Loop through all of the logical cubes.
Kcube = Kcube + 1
' Find the maximum absolute value of all three counters.
Dim MaxCounter As Int32 = -1000
If (Math.Abs(Ix) > MaxCounter) Then
MaxCounter = Math.Abs(Ix)
End If
If (Math.Abs(Iy) > MaxCounter) Then
MaxCounter = Math.Abs(Iy)
End If
If (Math.Abs(Iz) > MaxCounter) Then
MaxCounter = Math.Abs(Iz)
End If
' A logical cube is in Layer 6 if the maximum counter equals 5.
If (MaxCounter = 5) Then
CopyTemporaryParallelepiped( _
NTemp, TempCo_ordX, TempCo_ordY, TempCo_ordZ, _
(N1 / N6) ^ 3, _
CubeX(Kcube), CubeY(Kcube), CubeZ(Kcube), NTempCum)
End If
Next Iz
Next Iy
Next Ix
End If
'
' Step #11: If the procedure is right, then the last index in GridX(), GridY(),
' GridZ() and GridVol() will be equal to the running total we have arrived at.
If (NTempCum <> NG) Then
MsgBox("The number of Core parallelepipeds is in error." & vbCrLf & _
"The expected number was" & Str(NG) & vbCrLf & _
"The number identified is" & Str(NTempCum))
Exit Sub
End If
End Sub
'////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
' Sub BuildTemporaryParallelepiped is a general subroutine which builds a temporary
' parallelepiped which will later be translated into the appropriate location in the
' universe. This temporary parallelepiped is centered on its own centroid, which
' makes the subsequent translation easy. The parameters which the routine needs to
' know, and which are passed as arguments, are:
' 1. The total physical size of the parallelepiped in each dimension, which is
'
passed in variables Xtotal, Ytotal and Ztotal.
' 2. The number of segments in which to divide each side, which is passed as NSeg.
' The results are returned in the ByRef arguments NTemp, being the number of sub' parallelepipeds, and TempCo_ordX(), TempCo_ordY() and TempCo_ordZ(), being the
' co-ordinates of the centroids of the NTemp sub-parallelepipeds.
'
Private Sub BuildTemporaryParallelepiped( _
ByVal Xtotal As Double, ByVal Ytotal As Double, ByVal Ztotal As Double, _
ByVal NSeg As Int32, _
ByRef NTemp As Int32, _
ByRef TempCo_ordX() As Double, _
ByRef TempCo_ordY() As Double, _
ByRef TempCo_ordZ() As Double)
Dim delX As Double = Xtotal / NSeg ' Sizes of the sub-parallelepipeds
Dim delY As Double = Ytotal / NSeg
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Dim delZ As Double = Ztotal / NSeg
Dim K As Int32 = 0
For Ix As Int32 = 1 To NSeg Step 1
For Iy As Int32 = 1 To NSeg Step 1
For Iz As Int32 = 1 To NSeg Step
K = K + 1
TempCo_ordX(K) = ((Ix - 0.5)
TempCo_ordY(K) = ((Iy - 0.5)
TempCo_ordZ(K) = ((Iz - 0.5)
Next Iz
Next Iy
Next Ix
NTemp = K
End Sub

1
* delX) - (0.5 * Xtotal)
* delY) - (0.5 * Ytotal)
* delZ) - (0.5 * Ztotal)

'////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
' Sub CopyTemporaryParallelepiped is a general subroutine which makes a copy of a
' temporary parallelepiped, translates it to the centroid of a parallelepiped
' corresponding to one of the logical cubes and adds the translated
' sub-parallelepipeds to the grid. All of the parallelepipeds are referenced by
' their centroids. The parameters which the routine needs to know, and which are
' passed as arguments, are:
' 1. The number of sub-parallelepipeds in the temporary parallelepiped, which is
'
passed as NSub,
' 2. The centroids of the NSub parallelepipeds, which are passed in the vectors
'
TempCo_ordX(), TempCo_ordY() and TempCo_ordZ(),
' 3. The relative volume of the sub-parallelepipeds in terms of the Layer1
'
parallelepipeds, which is passed as RelVolume,
' 4. The target location, which is passed in XTarget, YTarget and ZTarget and
' 5. The index of the last item entered into the grid vectors, which is passed by
'
reference as Nlast.
' The subroutine adds the sub-parallelepipeds to the grid, starting at the index
' Nlast + 1. The co-ordinates of each sub-parallelepipeds are added to the vectors
' GrdiX(), GridY() and GridZ(), which are global variables from the point-of-view of
' this subroutine.
'
Private Sub CopyTemporaryParallelepiped( _
ByVal Nsub As Int32, _
ByVal TempCo_ordX() As Double, _
ByVal TempCo_ordY() As Double, _
ByVal TempCo_ordZ() As Double, _
ByVal RelVolume As Double, _
ByVal XTarget As Double, ByVal YTarget As Double, ByVal ZTarget As Double, _
ByRef Nlast As Int32)
For I As Int32 = 1 To Nsub Step 1
GridX(Nlast + I) = TempCo_ordX(I) + XTarget
GridY(Nlast + I) = TempCo_ordY(I) + YTarget
GridZ(Nlast + I) = TempCo_ordZ(I) + ZTarget
GridVol(Nlast + I) = RelVolume
Next I
Nlast = Nlast + Nsub
End Sub
End Module
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Module Display
Option Strict On
Option Explicit On
Public Module Display
' Local
Private
Private
Private

variables used in all rendering.
SF As Double ' Scaling factor, in physical units per pixel
ThisPen As New Drawing.Pen(Color.Black, 1)
ThisBrush As Drawing.Brush

'////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
' Sub RenderPolygon is a general subroutine which renders the filamentary polygon
' onto an existing bitmap. The polygon is rendered as a sequence of line segments.
'
' The starting locations of the line segments are stored in the three global vectors
' OPolySX, OPolySY and OPolySZ. The ending locations of the line segments are stored
' in the three global variables OPolyEX, OPolyEY and OPolyEZ. The number of line
' segments is stored in the global variable N. In the rendering, the starting point
' of the first current element is highlighted with a green dot and the ending point
' of the last current element is highlighted with a red dot.
'
' A set of six temporary vectors holds the actual co-ordinates to be rendered, which
' are expressed in a different co-ordinate frame than the "original" co-ordinate
' frame in which the input date (for example, OPolySX) are expressed. In Step #1,
' this subroutine translates the "original" co-ordinates into a co-ordinate frame
' which is centered on the geometric center of the dimensional extrema of the
' polygon. This ensures that the drawing will be centered. The temporary vectors
' have the names TPolyS* and TPolyE*, where the suffix T stands for temporary.
'
' Arguments OEyeX, OEyeY and OEyeZ are the co-ordinates of the eye point to be used
' for creating the view and perspective. These co-ordinates are expressed in the
' "original" co-ordinate frame of reference and, like the endpoints of the line
' segments of the polygon, need to be translated into the polygon-centered frame of
' reference.
'
' In Step #2, three additional points are added to the matrix of components. These
' three points represent the "unit" vectors along the three axes and are used later
' to deterine the absolute rotation for the view plane. All three vectors start from
' the origin, which does not need to be projected. All three vectors are given a
' length equal to the length of the first current element. The co-ordinates of these
' three points are then added to vectors OPolyEX, OPolyEY and OPolyEZ at the indices
' N + 1, N + 2 and N + 3, respectively. These three points can be projected like all
' the others. The projected point with index N + 3 is the z-axis reference ray. The
' projected point with index N + 1 is the x-axis reference ray, which serves as a
' backup for the z-axis reference ray.
'
' In Step #3, this subroutine projects the endpoints of all of the line segments onto
' a plane which is perpendicular to the TEye vector and passes through the origin of
' the polygon-centered frame of reference. The thinking behind the procedure is
' explained an appendix in the main document. The projected endpoints are stored in
' the vectors TPolySX, TPolySY, TPolSZ, TPolyEX, TPolyEY and TPolyEZ. Note that
' there are N items in the S vectors and N + 3 items in the E vectors.
'
' In Step #4, the lengths of the rays from the origin to all projected points is
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'
'
'
'
'
'
'

calculated. The results for the starting endpoints are stored in LenRayS and the
results for the ending endpoints are stored as the first N items in LenRayE. The
indices N + 1, N + 2 and N + 3 in LenRayE hold the lengths of the three projected
reference unit vectors.
In Step #5, the program decides which reference ray to use. The outcome of the
decision is stored in variable RefRay, which will be either "X" or "Z".

' In Step #6, the rotation angles with respect to the reference ray of all projected
' points is calculated. The results for the starting endpoints are stored in
' AngleRayS and the results for the ending endpoints are stored in AngleRayE. It is
' not necessary to calculate rotation angles for the three reference rays, so only
' the first N indices in these two vectors are used.
'
' In Step #7, the program calculates the angle by which the entire view plane should
' be rotated. This angle is stored in variable AngleRot. After this angle has been
' calculated, it is added to all of the angles in AngleRayS and AngleRayE.
'
' In Step #8, the polar co-ordinates of all of the projected endpoints are converted
' into their equivalent Cartesian co-ordinates in a two-dimensional display plane.
' The two axes in this plane dimensions are referred to as "Up" and "Rt". The
' Cartesian co-ordinates of the starting endpoints are stored in vectors DPolySUp
' and DPolySRt. The Cartesian co-ordinates of the ending endpoints are stored in
' vectors DPolyEUp and DPolyERt.
'
' In Step #9, the program calculates the scaling factor to apply to the display plane
' so that it will fit within the dimensions of the given DisplayBitmap, leaving a 5%
' clear margin on all four sides. The units in which co-ordinates are stated in the
' display plane are the same as those the user selected when he constructed the
' filamentary polygon. The units of measurement for the DisplayBitmap are pixels.
' The program determines the vertical and horizontal extents of the DisplayBitmap, in
' pixels, and removes the margin. The program then determines the vertical and
' horizontal extents of the points in the display plane. The program determines two
' ratios: the horizontal extent in the display plane divided by the horizontal extent
' in the DisplayBitmap, and the similar ratio in the vertical dimension. Whichever
' ratio is greater is the more constricting one, meaning that more physical units
' must be squeezed into each display pixel. This ratio is used as the scaling
' factor and stored in variable SF.
'
' In Step #10, all points in the display plane are divided by the scale factor SF.
' This will convert the scale of the display plane into the size of the useable area
' of the DisplayBitmap.
'
' In Step #11, all points in the scaled display plane are translated horizontally and
' vertically so that (0, 0) is at the lower left. This means that the left-most
' point has a Rt (i.e., right) component equal to zero and that the bottom-most point
' has an Up component equal to zero.
'
' In Step #12, the line segments are rendered on DisplayBitmap, which is passed by
' reference to this subroutine.
'
' In Step #13, a green dot in added over the starting endpoint of the first current
' element and a red dot is added over the ending endpoint of the last current
' element.
'
' Local variables used to render the polygon.
Private OXmax As Double
' Extreme values of X in the original frame
Private OXmin As Double
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Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private

OYmax As Double
' Extreme values of Y in the original frame
OYmin As Double
OZmax As Double
' Extreme values of Z in the original frame
OZmin As Double
OXmid As Double
' Co-ordinates of midpoints
OYmid As Double
OZmid As Double
TPolySX(Nmax) As Double
' Temporary starting endpoints of current elements
TPolySY(Nmax) As Double
TPolySZ(Nmax) As Double
TPolyEX(Nmax) As Double
' Temporary ending endpoints of current elements
TPolyEY(Nmax) As Double
TPolyEZ(Nmax) As Double
TEyeX As Double
' Temporary vector to eye point location
TEyeY As Double
TEyeZ As Double
LenRayS(Nmax) As Double
' Lengths of the N rays to the starting endpoints
LenRayE(Nmax) As Double
' Lengths of the N + 3 rays to the ending endpoints
RefRay As String
' Either "X" or "Z"
RefRayX As Double
' Projected co-ordinates of the reference ray
RefRayY As Double
RefRayZ As Double
AngleRayS(Nmax) As Double ' Angles of N rays to the starting endpoints
AngleRayE(Nmax) As Double ' Angles of N + 3 rays to the ending endpoints
AngleRot As Double
' Absolute rotation angle for the view plane
DPolySUp(Nmax) As Double ' Starting endpoints in the 2D display plane
DPolySRt(Nmax) As Double
DPolyEUp(Nmax) As Double ' Ending endpoints in the 2D display plane
DPolyERt(Nmax) As Double

Public Sub RenderPolygon( _
ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs, _
ByRef DisplayBitmap As Bitmap, _
ByVal OEyeX As Double, ByVal OEyeY As Double, ByVal OEyeZ As Double)
'
' Step #1A: Find the dimensional extrema of the polygon.
OXmax = -1.0E+25
OXmin = +1.0E+25
OYmax = -1.0E+25
OYmin = +1.0E+25
OZmax = -1.0E+25
OZmin = +1.0E+25
For I As Int32 = 1 To N Step 1
If (OPolySX(I) > OXmax) Then
OXmax = OPolySX(I)
End If
If (OPolySX(I) < OXmin) Then
OXmin = OPolySX(I)
End If
If (OPolyEX(I) > OXmax) Then
OXmax = OPolyEX(I)
End If
If (OPolyEX(I) < OXmin) Then
OXmin = OPolyEX(I)
End If
If (OPolySY(I) > OYmax) Then
OYmax = OPolySY(I)
End If
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If (OPolySY(I) < OYmin) Then
OYmin = OPolySY(I)
End If
If (OPolyEY(I) > OYmax) Then
OYmax = OPolyEY(I)
End If
If (OPolyEY(I) < OYmin) Then
OYmin = OPolyEY(I)
End If
If (OPolySZ(I) > OZmax) Then
OZmax = OPolySZ(I)
End If
If (OPolySZ(I) < OZmin) Then
OZmin = OPolySZ(I)
End If
If (OPolyEZ(I) > OZmax) Then
OZmax = OPolyEZ(I)
End If
If (OPolyEZ(I) < OZmin) Then
OZmin = OPolyEZ(I)
End If
Next I
'
' Step #1B: Translate the original data into the polygon-centered frame.
OXmid = 0.5 * (OXmax + OXmin)
OYmid = 0.5 * (OYmax + OYmin)
OZmid = 0.5 * (OZmax + OZmin)
For I As Int32 = 1 To N Step 1
TPolySX(I) = OPolySX(I) - OXmid
TPolySY(I) = OPolySY(I) - OYmid
TPolySZ(I) = OPolySZ(I) - OZmid
TPolyEX(I) = OPolyEX(I) - OXmid
TPolyEY(I) = OPolyEY(I) - OYmid
TPolyEZ(I) = OPolyEZ(I) - OZmid
Next I
TEyeX = OEyeX - OXmid
TEyeY = OEyeY - OYmid
TEyeZ = OEyeZ - OZmid
'
' Step #2: Add three reference points, one for each axis.
Dim RefLen As Double
RefLen = _
((TPolyEX(1) - TPolySX(1)) * (TPolyEX(1) - TPolySX(1))) + _
((TPolyEY(1) - TPolySY(1)) * (TPolyEY(1) - TPolySY(1))) + _
((TPolyEZ(1) - TPolySZ(1)) * (TPolyEZ(1) - TPolySZ(1)))
RefLen = Math.Sqrt(RefLen)
TPolyEX(N + 1) = RefLen ' x-axis reference point
TPolyEY(N + 1) = 0
TPolyEZ(N + 1) = 0
TPolyEX(N + 2) = 0
' y-axis reference point
TPolyEY(N + 2) = RefLen
TPolyEZ(N + 2) = 0
TPolyEX(N + 3) = 0
' z-axis reference point
TPolyEY(N + 3) = 0
TPolyEZ(N + 3) = RefLen
'
' Step #3: Project the endpoints of the line segments.
Dim OPx As Double
' Standardized symbols for vector OP of a point
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Dim OPy As Double
Dim OPz As Double
Dim OPpx As Double ' Standardized symbols for vector OP' of a projected point
Dim OPpy As Double
Dim OPpz As Double
Dim Factor As Double
Dim Numerator As Double
Dim EyeLenSq As Double
EyeLenSq = (TEyeX * TEyeX) + (TEyeY * TEyeY) + (TEyeZ * TEyeZ)
For I As Int32 = 1 To ((2 * N) + 3) Step 1
If (I <= N) Then
' All starting endpoints
OPx = TPolySX(I)
OPy = TPolySY(I)
OPz = TPolySZ(I)
Else
' All ending endpoints and three reference points
OPx = TPolyEX(I - N)
OPy = TPolyEY(I - N)
OPz = TPolyEZ(I - N)
End If
' Calculate the factor
Factor = (TEyeX * OPx) + (TEyeY * OPy) + (TEyeZ * OPz) - EyeLenSq
If (Math.Abs(Factor) < +0.0000000001) Then
' Point is already in the view plane
OPpx = OPx
OPpy = OPy
OPpz = OPz
Else
' Point must be projected into the view plane
Numerator = _
OPz * ((TEyeX * TEyeX) + (TEyeY * TEyeY)) - _
TEyeZ * (TEyeX * OPx + TEyeY * OPy)
OPpz = -Numerator / Factor
' Calculate OPpx and OPpy
OPpx = ((OPpz - TEyeZ) * (OPx - TEyeX) / (OPz - TEyeZ)) + TEyeX
OPpy = ((OPpz - TEyeZ) * (OPy - TEyeY) / (OPz - TEyeZ)) + TEyeY
End If
If (I <= N) Then
' Save all starting endpoints
TPolySX(I) = OPpx
TPolySY(I) = OPpy
TPolySZ(I) = OPpz
Else
' Save all ending endpoints and three reference points
TPolyEX(I - N) = OPpx
TPolyEY(I - N) = OPpy
TPolyEZ(I - N) = OPpz
End If
Next I
'
' Step #4: Calculate the lengths of the rays.
For I As Int32 = 1 To N Step 1
LenRayS(I) = _
(TPolySX(I) * TPolySX(I)) + _
(TPolySY(I) * TPolySY(I)) + _
(TPolySZ(I) * TPolySZ(I))
LenRayS(I) = Math.Sqrt(LenRayS(I))
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Next I
For I As Int32 = 1 To (N + 3) Step 1
LenRayE(I) = _
(TPolyEX(I) * TPolyEX(I)) + _
(TPolyEY(I) * TPolyEY(I)) + _
(TPolyEZ(I) * TPolyEZ(I))
LenRayE(I) = Math.Sqrt(LenRayE(I))
Next I
'
' Step #5: Decide which reference ray to use.
Dim DP As Double ' A temporary dot-product variable
DP = _
(TEyeX * TPolyEX(N + 3)) + _
(TEyeY * TPolyEY(N + 3)) + _
(TEyeZ * TPolyEZ(N + 3))
DP = Math.Sqrt(DP) / (RefLen * Math.Sqrt(EyeLenSq))
If (DP > Math.Cos(5 * PI / 180)) Then
RefRay = "Z"
RefRayX = TPolyEX(N + 3)
RefRayY = TPolyEY(N + 3)
RefRayZ = TPolyEZ(N + 3)
Else
RefRay = "X"
RefRayX = TPolyEX(N + 1)
RefRayY = TPolyEY(N + 1)
RefRayZ = TPolyEZ(N + 1)
End If
'
' Step #6: Calculate the rotation angles of all rays.
Dim CP As Double ' A temporary cross-product variable
Dim LenRefRay As Double
LenRefRay = (RefRayX * RefRayX) + (RefRayY * RefRayY) + (RefRayZ * RefRayZ)
LenRefRay = Math.Sqrt(LenRefRay)
For I As Int32 = 1 To N Step 1
' Calculate the dot-products for starting endpoints
DP = _
(TPolySX(I) * RefRayX) + _
(TPolySY(I) * RefRayY) + _
(TPolySZ(I) * RefRayZ)
' Calculate the cross-product variable for starting endpoints
CP = _
(TEyeX * ((TPolySY(I) * RefRayZ) - (TPolySZ(I) * RefRayY))) + _
(TEyeY * ((TPolySZ(I) * RefRayX) - (TPolySX(I) * RefRayZ))) + _
(TEyeZ * ((TPolySX(I) * RefRayY) - (TPolySY(I) * RefRayX)))
' Evaluate the angle for starting endpoints
If (CP >= 0) Then
AngleRayS(I) = -Math.Acos(DP / (LenRefRay * LenRayS(I)))
Else
AngleRayS(I) = Math.Acos(DP / (LenRefRay * LenRayS(I)))
End If
' Calculate the dot-products for ending endpoints
DP = _
(TPolyEX(I) * RefRayX) + _
(TPolyEY(I) * RefRayY) + _
(TPolyEZ(I) * RefRayZ)
' Calculate the cross-product variable for ending endpoints
CP = _
(TEyeX * ((TPolyEY(I) * RefRayZ) - (TPolyEZ(I) * RefRayY))) + _
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(TEyeY * ((TPolyEZ(I) * RefRayX) - (TPolyEX(I) * RefRayZ))) + _
(TEyeZ * ((TPolyEX(I) * RefRayY) - (TPolyEY(I) * RefRayX)))
' Evaluate the angle for ending endpoints
If (CP >= 0) Then
AngleRayE(I) = -Math.Acos(DP / (LenRefRay * LenRayE(I)))
Else
AngleRayE(I) = Math.Acos(DP / (LenRefRay * LenRayE(I)))
End If
Next I
'
' Step #7: Calculate the absolute rotation angle for the view plane.
If (RefRay = "Z") Then
' Make the projected z-axis point upwards.
AngleRot = 0.5 * PI
Else
If (OEyeZ >= 0) Then
' Make the projected x-axis point to the lower left.
AngleRot = -0.75 * PI
Else
' Make the projected x-axis point to the lower right.
AngleRot = -0.25 * PI
End If
End If
For I As Int32 = 1 To N Step 1
AngleRayS(I) = AngleRayS(I) + AngleRot
AngleRayE(I) = AngleRayE(I) + AngleRot
Next I
'
' Step #8: Convert into two-dimensional Cartesian co-ordinates.
For I As Int32 = 1 To N Step 1
DPolySRt(I) = LenRayS(I) * Math.Cos(AngleRayS(I))
DPolySUp(I) = LenRayS(I) * Math.Sin(AngleRayS(I))
DPolyERt(I) = LenRayE(I) * Math.Cos(AngleRayE(I))
DPolyEUp(I) = LenRayE(I) * Math.Sin(AngleRayE(I))
Next I
'
' Step #9: Calculate the scaling factor for the view plane.
Dim UpMax As Double
' Extrema of points in the vertical direction
Dim UpMin As Double
Dim RtMax As Double
' Extrema of points in the horizontal direction
Dim RtMin As Double
Dim HorExtPoly As Double
' Extents in the view plane, in physical units
Dim VertExtPoly As Double
Dim HorExtBitmap As Double ' Extents of the DisplayBitmap, in pixels
Dim VertExtBitmap As Double
Dim HorSF As Double
' Horizontal and vertical scaling factors
Dim VertSF As Double
UpMax = -1.0E+25
UpMin = +1.0E+25
RtMax = -1.0E+25
RtMin = +1.0E+25
For I As Int32 = 1 To N Step 1
If (DPolySUp(I) > UpMax) Then
UpMax = DPolySUp(I)
End If
If (DPolySUp(I) < UpMin) Then
UpMin = DPolySUp(I)
End If
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If (DPolyEUp(I) > UpMax) Then
UpMax = DPolyEUp(I)
End If
If (DPolyEUp(I) < UpMin) Then
UpMin = DPolyEUp(I)
End If
If (DPolySRt(I) > RtMax) Then
RtMax = DPolySRt(I)
End If
If (DPolySRt(I) < RtMin) Then
RtMin = DPolySRt(I)
End If
If (DPolyERt(I) > RtMax) Then
RtMax = DPolyERt(I)
End If
If (DPolyERt(I) < RtMin) Then
RtMin = DPolyERt(I)
End If
Next I
HorExtPoly = RtMax - RtMin
VertExtPoly = UpMax - UpMin
HorExtBitmap = 0.9 * DisplayBitmap.Width
VertExtBitmap = 0.9 * DisplayBitmap.Height
HorSF = HorExtPoly / HorExtBitmap
VertSF = VertExtPoly / VertExtBitmap
If (HorSF > VertSF) Then
SF = HorSF
Else
SF = VertSF
End If
'
' Step #10: Scale the measurements in the display plane.
For I As Int32 = 1 To N Step 1
DPolySUp(I) = DPolySUp(I) / SF
DPolySRt(I) = DPolySRt(I) / SF
DPolyEUp(I) = DPolyEUp(I) / SF
DPolyERt(I) = DPolyERt(I) / SF
Next I
'
' Step #11: Translate the display so that (0, 0) is at the lower left.
UpMin = +1.0E+25
RtMin = +1.0E+25
For I As Int32 = 1 To N Step 1
If (DPolySUp(I) < UpMin) Then
UpMin = DPolySUp(I)
End If
If (DPolyEUp(I) < UpMin) Then
UpMin = DPolyEUp(I)
End If
If (DPolySRt(I) < RtMin) Then
RtMin = DPolySRt(I)
End If
If (DPolyERt(I) < RtMin) Then
RtMin = DPolyERt(I)
End If
Next I
For I As Int32 = 1 To N Step 1
DPolySUp(I) = DPolySUp(I) - UpMin
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DPolySRt(I) = DPolySRt(I) - RtMin
DPolyEUp(I) = DPolyEUp(I) - UpMin
DPolyERt(I) = DPolyERt(I) - RtMin
Next I
'
' Step #12: Render the line segments on DisplayBitmap.
Dim g As Graphics = Graphics.FromImage(DisplayBitmap)
For I As Int32 = 1 To N Step 1
g.DrawLine(ThisPen, _
CInt((0.05 * DisplayBitmap.Width) + DPolySRt(I)), _
CInt((0.95 * DisplayBitmap.Height) - DPolySUp(I)), _
CInt((0.05 * DisplayBitmap.Width) + DPolyERt(I)), _
CInt((0.95 * DisplayBitmap.Height) - DPolyEUp(I)))
Next I
'
' Step 13: Draw dots over the lead-in points of the inductor.
ThisBrush = New Drawing.SolidBrush(Color.LightGreen)
g.FillRectangle(ThisBrush, _
CInt((0.05 * DisplayBitmap.Width) + DPolySRt(1)) - 3, _
CInt((0.95 * DisplayBitmap.Height) - DPolySUp(1)) - 3, 6, 6)
ThisBrush = New Drawing.SolidBrush(Color.Red)
g.FillRectangle(ThisBrush, _
CInt((0.05 * DisplayBitmap.Width) + DPolyERt(N)) - 3, _
CInt((0.95 * DisplayBitmap.Height) - DPolyEUp(N)) - 3, 6, 6)
g.Dispose()
End Sub
'////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
' Sub RenderGrid is a general subroutine which renders the grid onto an existing
' bitmap. The exterior surface of the grid is rendered as a wire framework. The
' extrema of the filamentary polygon define a parallelepiped which is projected onto
' the visible exterior surfaces of the grid. The grid is shown in an orthogonal
' view, with the z-axis pointing up, the y-axis pointing to the right and the x-axis
' pointing to the lower left.
'
' The rendering involves six rectangles or parallelegrams, being the three visible
' faces of the grid and the three projections of the polygon onto the visible faces.
' The three visible faces of the grid occur at the maximum positive values of x, y
' and z from among all of the geometrical centers of the parallelepipeds. Describing
' these six objects requires a total of 24 points, which are stored in vectors DGX,
' DGY and DGZ, where "DG" stands for "Display Grid". The ordering of the points is
' as follows:
' Indices 1-4 for the four corners of the x-face,
'
5-8
y-face,
'
9-12
z-face,
'
13-16
projection onto the x-face,
'
17-20
y-face and
'
21-24
z-face.
'
' In all cases, the corners are ordered so that the sequence 1-2-3-4-1 traverses an
' outline of the the rectangle or parallelepiped in a logical manner.
'
'
'
'
'
'

The Y-Z plane is used as the basis for the drawing canvas. All 24 points are
projected onto the Y-Z plane in the orthogonal method described above. When this
is finished, the entries in DGX will be zero and the vectors DGY and DGZ hold the
Cartesian co-ordinates of the projected points.
In Step #1, the program calculates the extrema of the grid.
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It does this directly,

' by referring to the GridX, GridY and GridZ, and not relying on the constructing
' formulae or logical cubes, in order to help detect errors.
'
' In Step #2, the program calculates the extrema of the polygon. The co-ordinates it
' uses are those stored in vectors GPolyMX, GPolyMY and GPolyMZ, in other words, the
' co-ordinates of the midpoints of the current elements after the polygon has been
' married to the grid.
'
' In Step #3, the program determines the four corners of the six faces and
' projections and stores them in vectors DGX, DGY and DGZ.
'
' In Step #4, the program projects the 24 points onto the Y-Z plane by translation
' in an amount and direction determined by the x-co-ordinate.
'
' In Step #5, the program calculates the scaling factor to apply to the Y-Z plane so
' that it will fit within the dimensions of the given DisplayBitmap, leaving a 5%
' clear margin on all four sides. The units in which co-ordinates are stated in the
' Y-Z plane are those the user selected when he set the dimensions in which the grid
' was constructed. The units of measurement for the DisplayBitmap are pixels. The
' program determines the vertical and horizontal extents of the DisplayBitmap, in
' pixels, and removes the margin. The program then determines the vertical and
' horizontal extents of the points in the Y-Z plane. The program determines two
' ratios: the horizontal extent in the display plane divided by the horizontal extent
' in the DisplayBitmap, and the similar ratio in the vertical dimension. Whichever
' ratio is greater is the more constricting one, meaning that more physical units
' must be squeezed into each display pixel. This ratio is picked as the scaling
' factor and stored in variable SF.
'
' In Step #6, all points in the Y-Z plane are divided by the scale factor SF. This
' will convert the scale of the Y-Z plane into the size of the useable area of the
' DisplayBitmap.
'
' In Step #7, all points in the scaled Y-Z plane are translated horizontally and
' vertically so that (0, 0) is at the lower left. This means that the left-most
' point has a Rt component equal to zero and that the bottom-most point has an Up
' component equal to zero.
'
' In Step #8, the parallelepipeds are rendered on DisplayBitmap, which is passed by
' reference to this subroutine.
'
' Local variables used to render the grid.
Private GXmax As Double
' Extrema of the grid
Private GXmin As Double
Private GYmax As Double
Private GYmin As Double
Private GZmax As Double
Private GZmin As Double
Private DGX(24) As Double ' Co-ordinates of the 24 visible vertices
Private DGY(24) As Double
Private DGZ(24) As Double
Public Sub RenderGrid( _
ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs, _
ByRef DisplayBitmap As Bitmap)
'
' Step #1: Find the extrema of the grid.
GXmax = -1.0E+25
GXmin = +1.0E+25
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GYmax = -1.0E+25
GYmin = +1.0E+25
GZmax = -1.0E+25
GZmin = +1.0E+25
For I As Int32 = 1 To NG Step 1
If (GridX(I) > GXmax) Then
GXmax = GridX(I)
End If
If (GridX(I) < GXmin) Then
GXmin = GridX(I)
End If
If (GridY(I) > GYmax) Then
GYmax = GridY(I)
End If
If (GridY(I) < GYmin) Then
GYmin = GridY(I)
End If
If (GridZ(I) > GZmax) Then
GZmax = GridZ(I)
End If
If (GridZ(I) < GZmin) Then
GZmin = GridZ(I)
End If
Next I
'
' Step #2: Find the extrema of the polygon.
OXmax = -1.0E+25
OXmin = +1.0E+25
OYmax = -1.0E+25
OYmin = +1.0E+25
OZmax = -1.0E+25
OZmin = +1.0E+25
For I As Int32 = 1 To N Step 1
If (GPolyMX(I) > OXmax) Then
OXmax = GPolyMX(I)
End If
If (GPolyMX(I) < OXmin) Then
OXmin = GPolyMX(I)
End If
If (GPolyMY(I) > OYmax) Then
OYmax = GPolyMY(I)
End If
If (GPolyMY(I) < OYmin) Then
OYmin = GPolyMY(I)
End If
If (GPolyMZ(I) > OZmax) Then
OZmax = GPolyMZ(I)
End If
If (GPolyMZ(I) < OZmin) Then
OZmin = GPolyMZ(I)
End If
Next I
'
' Step #3: Select the 24 corners and store in DGX, DGY and DGZ.
' Front of grid at x = GXmax
DGX(1) = GXmax : DGX(2) = GXmax : DGX(3) = GXmax : DGX(4) = GXmax
DGX(5) = GXmax : DGX(8) = GXmax
DGX(9) = GXmax : DGX(12) = GXmax
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DGX(13) = GXmax : DGX(14) = GXmax : DGX(15) = GXmax : DGX(16) = GXmax
' Back of grid at x = GXmin
DGX(6) = GXmin : DGX(7) = GXmin
DGX(10) = GXmin : DGX(11) = GXmin
' Side of grid at y = GYmax
DGY(2) = GYmax : DGY(3) = GYmax
DGY(5) = GYmax : DGY(6) = GYmax : DGY(7) = GYmax : DGY(8) = GYmax
DGY(9) = GYmax : DGY(10) = GYmax
DGY(17) = GYmax : DGY(18) = GYmax : DGY(19) = GYmax : DGY(20) = GYmax
' Side of grid at y = GYmin
DGY(1) = GYmin : DGY(4) = GYmin
DGY(11) = GYmin : DGY(12) = GYmin
' Top of grid at z = GZmax
DGZ(3) = GZmax : DGZ(4) = GZmax
DGZ(7) = GZmax : DGZ(8) = GZmax
DGZ(9) = GZmax : DGZ(10) = GZmax : DGZ(11) = GZmax : DGZ(12) = GZmax
DGZ(21) = GZmax : DGZ(22) = GZmax : DGZ(23) = GZmax : DGZ(24) = GZmax
' Bottom of grid at z = GZmin
DGZ(1) = GZmin : DGZ(2) = GZmin
DGZ(5) = GZmin : DGZ(6) = GZmin
' Front of projection at x = OXmax
DGX(17) = OXmax : DGX(20) = OXmax
DGX(21) = OXmax : DGX(22) = OXmax
' Back of projection at x = OXmin
DGX(18) = OXmin : DGX(19) = OXmin
DGX(23) = OXmin : DGX(24) = OXmin
' Side of projection at y = OYmax
DGY(14) = OYmax : DGY(15) = OYmax
DGY(22) = OYmax : DGY(23) = OYmax
' Side of projection at y = OYmin
DGY(13) = OYmin : DGY(16) = OYmin
DGY(21) = OYmin : DGY(24) = OYmin
' Top of projection at z = OZmax
DGZ(15) = OZmax : DGZ(16) = OZmax
DGZ(19) = OZmax : DGZ(20) = OZmax
' Bottom of projection at z = OZmin
DGZ(13) = OZmin : DGZ(14) = OZmin
DGZ(17) = OZmin : DGZ(18) = OZmin
'
' Step #4: Project the 24 points onto the Y-Z plane.
Dim Factor As Double = 1 / Math.Sqrt(2)
For I As Int32 = 1 To 24 Step 1
DGY(I) = DGY(I) - (Factor * DGX(I))
DGZ(I) = DGZ(I) - (Factor * DGX(I))
Next I
'
' Step #5: Calculate the scaling factor for the view plane.
Dim UpMax As Double
' Extrema of points in the vertical direction
Dim UpMin As Double
Dim RtMax As Double
' Extrema of points in the horizontal direction
Dim RtMin As Double
Dim HorExtView As Double
' Extents in the view plane, in physical units
Dim VertExtView As Double
Dim HorExtBitmap As Double ' Extents of the DisplayBitmap, in pixels
Dim VertExtBitmap As Double
Dim HorSF As Double
' Horizontal and vertical scaling factors
Dim VertSF As Double
UpMax = -1.0E+25
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UpMin = +1.0E+25
RtMax = -1.0E+25
RtMin = +1.0E+25
For I As Int32 = 1 To 24 Step 1
If (DGZ(I) > UpMax) Then
UpMax = DGZ(I)
End If
If (DGZ(I) < UpMin) Then
UpMin = DGZ(I)
End If
If (DGY(I) > RtMax) Then
RtMax = DGY(I)
End If
If (DGY(I) < RtMin) Then
RtMin = DGY(I)
End If
Next I
HorExtView = RtMax - RtMin
VertExtView = UpMax - UpMin
HorExtBitmap = 0.9 * DisplayBitmap.Width
VertExtBitmap = 0.9 * DisplayBitmap.Height
HorSF = HorExtView / HorExtBitmap
VertSF = VertExtView / VertExtBitmap
If (HorSF > VertSF) Then
SF = HorSF
Else
SF = VertSF
End If
'
' Step #6: Scale the measurements in the Y-Z plane.
For I As Int32 = 1 To 24 Step 1
DGZ(I) = DGZ(I) / SF
DGY(I) = DGY(I) / SF
Next I
'
' Step #7: Translate the display so that (0, 0) is at the lower left.
UpMin = +1.0E+25
RtMin = +1.0E+25
For I As Int32 = 1 To 24 Step 1
If (DGZ(I) < UpMin) Then
UpMin = DGZ(I)
End If
If (DGY(I) < RtMin) Then
RtMin = DGY(I)
End If
Next I
For I As Int32 = 1 To 24 Step 1
DGZ(I) = DGZ(I) - UpMin
DGY(I) = DGY(I) - RtMin
Next I
'
' Step #8: Render the parallelepipeds on DisplayBitmap.
Dim K As Int32 ' index in the DGX, DGY and DGZ vectors
Dim g As Graphics = Graphics.FromImage(DisplayBitmap)
For I As Int32 = 1 To 6 Step 1
' Main loop to step through the six parallelepipids.
For J As Int32 = 1 To 3 Step 1
' Secondary loop to step through the first three sides.
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K = ((I - 1) * 4) + J
g.DrawLine(ThisPen, _
CInt((0.05 * DisplayBitmap.Width) + DGY(K)), _
CInt((0.95 * DisplayBitmap.Height) - DGZ(K)), _
CInt((0.05 * DisplayBitmap.Width) + DGY(K + 1)), _
CInt((0.95 * DisplayBitmap.Height) - DGZ(K + 1)))
Next J
' Render the fourth side.
g.DrawLine(ThisPen, _
CInt((0.05 * DisplayBitmap.Width) + DGY(K + 1)), _
CInt((0.95 * DisplayBitmap.Height) - DGZ(K + 1)), _
CInt((0.05 * DisplayBitmap.Width) + DGY(K - 2)), _
CInt((0.95 * DisplayBitmap.Height) - DGZ(K - 2)))
Next I
g.Dispose()
End Sub
End Module

Module Variables
Option Strict On
Option Explicit On
Public Module Variables
' Variables relating to the wire from which the inductor is wound
Public Gauge As Int32 = 22
' AWG gauge of wire
Public Rwire As Double
' Radius of wire, in meters
Public Rho As Double
' Linear resistance of wire, in Ohms per meter
' Variables relating to the filamentary polygon
Public Nmax As Int32 = 30000
' Maximum number of current elements
Public N As Int32 = 0
' Actual number of current elements
Public OPolySX(Nmax) As Double ' Starting endpoints of current elements
Public OPolySY(Nmax) As Double
Public OPolySZ(Nmax) As Double
Public OPolyEX(Nmax) As Double ' Ending endpoints of current elements
Public OPolyEY(Nmax) As Double
Public OPolyEZ(Nmax) As Double
Public OPolyMX(Nmax) As Double ' Midpoints of current elements
Public OPolyMY(Nmax) As Double
Public OPolyMZ(Nmax) As Double
Public GPolySX(Nmax) As Double ' Starting endpoints in grid frame of reference
Public GPolySY(Nmax) As Double
Public GPolySZ(Nmax) As Double
Public GPolyEX(Nmax) As Double ' Ending endpoints in grid frame of reference
Public GPolyEY(Nmax) As Double
Public GPolyEZ(Nmax) As Double
Public GPolyMX(Nmax) As Double ' Midpoints in grid frame of reference
Public GPolyMY(Nmax) As Double
Public GPolyMZ(Nmax) As Double
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' Variables relating to discretization of the inductor
Public dSmax As Double = 50 ' Maximum length of a current element w.r.t. Rwire
Public dSmin As Double = 0.5 ' Minimum length of a current element w.r.t. Rwire
' Variables relating to the grid
' Public NG as Double
' The number is calculated in module Grid
Public GridX(NG) As Double
' Centroids of all of the Core parallelepipeds
Public GridY(NG) As Double
Public GridZ(NG) As Double
Public delVol As Double
' Volume of the Core1 parallelepipeds
' Principal variables used during the integration
Public BX As Double
Public BY As Double
Public BZ As Double
Public BXCumExcl As Double
Public BYCumExcl As Double
Public BZCumExcl As Double
Public BXCumIncl As Double
Public BYCumIncl As Double
Public BZCumIncl As Double
Public BXCumDiv2 As Double
Public BYCumDiv2 As Double
Public BZCumDiv2 As Double
Public LCumExcl As Double
Public LCumIncl As Double
Public LCumDiv2 As Double
' Miscellaneous variables
Public PI As Double = 3.141592654
Public Mu0 As Double = 4 * PI * 0.0000001
'////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
' Sub FatalError deals with fatal errors. The argument strings are displayed in a
' messagebox and the application is then terminated.
Public Sub FatalError( _
ByVal NameOfSub As String, _
ByVal ErrMsg As String)
MsgBox( _
"A fatal error was encountered in procedure " & NameOfSub & "." & vbCrLf & _
"The error is: " & ErrMsg, MsgBoxStyle.OkOnly, _
"Self-Inductance #1")
Form.buttonExit_Click()
End Sub
'////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
' Sub WireGaugeProperties returns the radius, in meters, and the linear resistance,
' in Ohms per meter, of various AWG enameled copper wire gauges.
Public Sub WireGaugeProperties( _
ByVal Gauge As Int32, _
ByRef Radius As Double, _
ByRef LinR As Double)
If ((Gauge < 1) Or (Gauge > 40)) Then
FatalError("WireGaugeProperties", "Gauge not in table.")
Exit Sub
End If
' Data in this table is diameter in mm and resistance in Ohms per 1000 feet.
Select Case Gauge
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Case 1 : Radius = 7.348 : LinR = 0.1239
Case 2 : Radius = 6.544 : LinR = 0.1563
Case 3 : Radius = 5.827 : LinR = 0.197
Case 4 : Radius = 5.189 : LinR = 0.2485
Case 5 : Radius = 4.621 : LinR = 0.3133
Case 6 : Radius = 4.115 : LinR = 0.3951
Case 7 : Radius = 3.665 : LinR = 0.4982
Case 8 : Radius = 3.264 : LinR = 0.6282
Case 9 : Radius = 2.906 : LinR = 0.7921
Case 10 : Radius = 2.588 : LinR = 0.9989
Case 11 : Radius = 2.305 : LinR = 1.2596
Case 12 : Radius = 2.053 : LinR = 1.5883
Case 13 : Radius = 1.828 : LinR = 2.0028
Case 14 : Radius = 1.628 : LinR = 2.5255
Case 15 : Radius = 1.45 : LinR = 3.1845
Case 16 : Radius = 1.291 : LinR = 4.0156
Case 17 : Radius = 1.15 : LinR = 5.0636
Case 18 : Radius = 1.024 : LinR = 6.3851
Case 19 : Radius = 0.912 : LinR = 8.0514
Case 20 : Radius = 0.812 : LinR = 10.153
Case 21 : Radius = 0.723 : LinR = 12.802
Case 22 : Radius = 0.644 : LinR = 16.143
Case 23 : Radius = 0.573 : LinR = 20.356
Case 24 : Radius = 0.511 : LinR = 25.669
Case 25 : Radius = 0.455 : LinR = 32.368
Case 26 : Radius = 0.405 : LinR = 40.815
Case 27 : Radius = 0.361 : LinR = 51.467
Case 28 : Radius = 0.321 : LinR = 64.898
Case 29 : Radius = 0.286 : LinR = 81.835
Case 30 : Radius = 0.255 : LinR = 103.19
Case 31 : Radius = 0.227 : LinR = 130.12
Case 32 : Radius = 0.202 : LinR = 164.08
Case 33 : Radius = 0.18 : LinR = 206.9
Case 34 : Radius = 0.16 : LinR = 260.9
Case 35 : Radius = 0.143 : LinR = 328.99
Case 36 : Radius = 0.127 : LinR = 414.85
Case 37 : Radius = 0.113 : LinR = 523.11
Case 38 : Radius = 0.101 : LinR = 659.63
Case 39 : Radius = 0.09 : LinR = 831.78
Case 40 : Radius = 0.08 : LinR = 1048.9
End Select
' Convert figures in table into desired units.
Radius = Radius / 2000
LinR = (LinR * 100) / (1000 * 12 * 2.54)
End Sub
End Module
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